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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M.,

VOL. 43.
consists, as already stated, of one million shares of the par value of one
dollar each. Of this stock 334,000
shares are already owned and 066,000
are held as treasury stock of which
300,000 shares have been ordered sold
at 25 cents per share. The proceeds
of these sales will be used for further
examination, development, exploitation and working of these properties
and others which the company conThe price of
templates purchasing.
25 cents per share, considering the
development work and the character
of the mineral deposits In the claims
owned and controlled by the company,
is more than reasonable
and will'
prove from all Indications and appearances a good Investment which in all
human probability will bring big returns and great profits. Every share
of stock issued by this company will
be duly registered and is
The present stockholders have
Invested quite heavily and propose to
do all they can to make their stock
and the stock which is to be purchased from now on a paying and safe
Investment. They are confident that
with the right kind of management
and proper handling they will succeed
before mauy
In this undertaking
months have rolled by.
Directorate of Strong Business Men.
The officers and directors of the
company are citizens of New Mexico,
of the highest and best standing In
official, financial and social circles.
The President is James A. Carroll,
who, for the past five years, has been
Mescalero
of
the
superintendent
Apache Indian Agency, In Otero and
Lincoln counties, and who Is considered one of the most efficient and energetic officials in the Indian service.
He has an excellent record in everyway and has the confidence and respect not only of his superior officers
hut also the employes at the agency
and of all those who have had either
business or peinuuui dealings with
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Secretary J. W. Raynolds
Will Swear in Members Noon
Monday.

LEGISLATIVE

RAINS

Twenty-Fiv- e

E

Hon. J. W. Raynolds, secretary of
the Territory, will swear in the members of the Council and House of the
:17th Legislative Assembly
promptly
at 12 o'clock noon Monday next beginning with the Council and finishing
with the House. The official list of
members Is as follows:

Perish

In Collision on
Big Four

POINTERS.

Captain Bernard Ruppe, of Albuquerque, who was elected a member
of ' the House from Bernalillo County
on the People's ticket and who received over 1,400 majority, has for
his main object the enactment of proper and heneflcial laws for the people.
While he was a candidate on the People's ticket he is a strong Republican
having been identified with and worked for the Republican party for twenty-six
years. H. has no enemies to
punish and no friends to reward in
the session, he says, but will do all
he can to obtain the right kind of legislation. He will act with the Republicans In the House In all party matters, naturally reserving to himself
the right to vote against any measure
that he deems improper or prejudicial
to the welfare of the people.
Captain
Ruppe has been a resident of Albuquerque for twenty-siyears and has
kept his finger on the public pulse In
Bernalillo County and in the Territory.
He knows the people and conditions
and does not at this late day propose
to abandon his allegiance to the Republican party. He believes in organization, knowing that It takes such to
accomplish the end desired, namely,
good legislation.

Territorial
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JANUARY 19, 1907.

SATURDAY,

FLOODS

In States of Middle
West AH Rivers
Over Banks

Council.

WORST KNOWN

WIN

KINGSTON

Deaths 700 and Injured in Hospitals
Five Hur dred

First District, Colfax and Union
U. 5. MARINES GUARD RUINS
THOUSANDS
ARE HOPtlELESS
Counties, M. B, Stockton.
Second District, Taos and Mora
Counties, Maiaqulas Martinez.
Third District, Rio Arriba and San Town Partly Submerged In
No Americans
Killed In
Santa Fe Engine Explodes Juan Counties, W. G. Sargent.
Located In Rich Mineral
Louisville
At
Ohio
SteamTwo
Dyke
Fourth District, San Miguel County,
Earthquake
Killing Crew Rock Island Charles
Districts Active DevelA. Spless.
May Collapse
ers Reported Ashore
Train Into Washout.
Fifth District, San Miguel, Quay and
opment at Once.
DunS.
James
Guadalupe Counties,
New York, Jan. 19. News from
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 19. A downcan.
is still filtering In slowly and
of
rain
the
washed
111.,
lit.
was
Jan.
pour
Kingston
during
night
Chicago,
Passenger
Company
The Columbia Copper
Sixth District, Santa Fe and Sandois twenty-fou- r
hours late, but the
train number 38 east bound on the Big val Counties, E. A. Mlera.
away much of the snow and ice that,
recently incorporated under the laws
The
worst apparently
is known.
covered the Southwest for the past
with
Four Railroad, collided head-oof the Territory of New Mexico with
Seventh District, Bernalillo County,
town itself is a wreck, very few of
t
hours. As a result, wire
west bound freight number to at Fow- J. F. Sulzer.
a capital Mock of one million dollars,
the houses now standing remaining
and train service in all directions
ler, Indiana, a small town twenty-eigh- t
divided into one million shares of one
Eighth District, Valencia and
habitable and the populace is living In
from Kansas City is Improved today
miles west of Lafayette about
dollar each and all certificates sold
Counties, Jacoho Chaves.
still more or less interrupted.
the open. Food and medical supplies
2:30 o'clock this morning, killing am'
will he registered. This stock Is non'Ninth District, Socorro and Sierra thoughtwo
continue scarce, but relief ships are
Over
inches of rain fell In the
injuring a number of persons various- Counties, Harvey M. Richards.
assessable. The company owns and
western half of Missouri and the easthurrying to the stricken city from
ly estimated at from twelve to
controls four different groups of minTenth District, Grant, Luna and ern
of Kansas. According to the
half
of
the
sections
various
in
im; claims
Dona Ana Counties, W. D. Murray.
It is understood that there are five many quarters.
local weather bureau the rainstorm
Death List Now 700.
Queen City Special Destroyed.
Sunshine Territory.
candidates for Speaker of the House
Eleventh District, Otero, Lincoln
The passenger train, which left Chi- and Torrance Counties, Carl A. Dalles. extended from southeastern Iowa to which meets on Monday.
in a .mining
The death list probably is about 700
are,
Each group Is
They
the Texas line.
cago at 11: nt) o'clock last night was
so far as can he ascertained, Roman and that of the seriously injured in
Twelfth District, Eddy, Chaves and
district of established reputation and
Kansas Streams on a Tear.
as
known
the
City
special"
"Queen
are
L. Baca, of Santa Fe County; H. B. hospitals is about 500.
O.
being
Cameron.
Many of the
In which otter properties
Roosevelt Counties, J.
The Walnut River and Timber
and consisted of a combination bagof Dona Ana County; H. C. Ab- injured are being care' for at thoir
House.
Holt,
successfully developed or have been
Creek are flooding the bottoms at
of
gage and day coach, three sleepers
bott, of Colfax County, E. C. Abbott temporary homes. Dynamite is being
First District, Colfax County, Horprofitably worked. The .prospectus
Kansas, and families are mov- of
car of C. L. Schaaf,
the
anand
on
private
found
Santa Fe County, and Bernard .Rup- used to clear away the menacing
will
be
this company
ace C. Abbott.
out.
Is
water
The
than
ing
higher
vice president of the road. The train
The conten- ruins.
pe of Bernalillo County.
Union
other page of this Issue. It is a plain,
Second
District,
since
town
the
was
built, Fear is tion is
as running at fifty miles an hour and
of
U. S. Marines Maintain Order,
not at all
acrimonious
and
not
Padilla.
straightforward and fair statement
for
felt
the business section as rehe force of the collision was so great
Admiral
is moving smooth(iood
order prevails.
bitter.
Everything
the character of the mineral deposits
Ramon
Taos
Third
County,
District,
ports from upstream indicate that the
that the tender of the passenger en
ly and the candidates are working for Davis, who is in the harbor with the
believed to be contained within the
Sanchez.
water
has
its
reached
highest
point.
Imgine was driven entirely through the
themselves and for votes as they have battleships Indiiuri and Missouri was
Fourth District, Mora County, E. H.
mining claims mentioned. It is
Dyke Weak at Louisville.
oniblnallon car In which were from
a perfect right to do. The contest called upon to help in the work of
Its concise statements and
pressive-In
Blernhamn.
19.
flood
situaThe
Louisville, Jan.
fifteen to twenty-fivIn Its him.
passengers.
Fifth District, Colfax and Mora tion shows no Bigns of improvement soems to have narrowed to Mr. Baca, policing the city and he promptly
honesty of .purpose as well as
Dead and Injured in One Car.
V. It. Stiles.
is
descripclean
Mr. Holt and Mr. Abbott of Colfax, li landed marines, who now are assistPresident
Vice
and
The
unvarnished
E.
E.
plain,
Counties,
Studlcy.
today, the most serious development
All of the dead and injured were in
tion of the ores there located, their General Freight nnd Passenger Agent
Rio Arriba County, being the discovery that the dyke a Republican caucus should be held, ing the British authorities in mainSixth
District,
in
inside taining order.
extent and value and of the develop- of the El Paso and Southwestern Rail- his oar. None of the passengers
Julian Trujillo.
which protects the upper east end of Mr. Baca seems to have the
Soon after
Rio Arriba and the city is weakening slightly. Re- track. It is very likely that the matment' work done. There is evidently road system in New Mexico and Ari- he sleepers were hurt.
Seventh
District,
acknowl- the collision the wreckage caught fire
ter will be settled by tomorrow eve- COLONIAL BALL
nothing held back and no promises zona, a railroad official of
San Juan Counties, Price Walters.
pairs are being made and no break is
and
are made that are not based upon ac- edged ability and of high standing in and all the coaches except the private
ning.
Quay
Eighth District, Guadalupe
expected.
BRILLIANT AFFAIR
tual circumstances and systematic ex- the railroad world and as a private car of Mr. Schaaf were destroyed. Counties, N. V. Gallegos.
Water.
Ohio
Under
Towns
becitizen. Mr. Stiles Is a resident of El Paul D. Harris, an attorney of Chi
For President of the Council, Mr.
Santa Fe County, R.
Ninth
ploitations and honest and firm
District,
18.
There
Jan.
Cincinnati, Ohio,
so far as is Known, me
Mr.
lief thai the company's properties Paso, Texas, where he Is favorably cago, was,
L. Baca.
was no sign of relief from flood con- Slides of San Miguel County, and
To Be Held at Palace Hotel January
only pussenger to escape from the
known and popular.
will become a first class and
Tenth District, Santa Fe and San- ditions today. At 8 o'clock this morn- Dalies of Torrance County, are men24 Tickets
Reasonable You
car.
No fairy
Martin Fishback, M. E., secretary ombination
tioned. There is no friction and mat
business venture.
doval Counties, E. C. Abbott.
Need Not Costume.
ing at this point the river was sixty-tw- ters will be
Not
See
Did
Denmark
of
is
native
a
Light.
and
generaliby
Engineer
no
arranged
manager,
very
likely
glittering
talcs are told,
Eleventh District, Valencia County,
feet high, having passed the
valuthis writing It
According to him, both trains had
ties are held cut, but plain, simple and an engineer of varied and
reocrd Rince February, 1889, tomorrow evening. At
Sylvester Mirabal.
highest
the
but
of
at
as
orders
pas
to
well
Fowler,
as
The Coloula! Ball to be given unaire
stop
greal
McKln-leable experience,
looks a. if Mr. Spless will have a
statements of tacts and realities
Valencia,
Twelfth
District,
of
a
distance
For
the
night.
during
He is a mem- senger train ran by the signal, which
in der the auspices of Stephen Watts
votes
the
of
S.
E.
Republican
advanced for the consideration and scientific attainments.
majority
Torrance
and
Counties,
four squares from the normal water
ber of the North of England Institute the enginer did not see In the. fog.
the Council, of Which there are eleven. Kearny Chapter, Daughters of the
purchasers.
Investigate of would-bfront, the lower portion of the city
not
in the car but
was
Mr.
Schaaf
Mechanical
and
of
Engineers
American Revolution, promises to bo
CounMining
Socorro
Thirteenth
town of California,
Field a Rich One.
District,
flooded.
The
is
for some time was manager of is wife was. She was uninjured.
The members of the delegation lie most brilliant affair of the season.
comAmos
Green.
is
The Gallinas group is located in and
above
ty.
the
reported
city
just
Pullman's Ditched and Burned.
Modoc Consolidated Mining ComThe ball room at the Palace Hotel
Fourteenth District, Socorro and pletely under water. In Newport it from Artesia now In Santa Fe working
close proximity to the Corona Queen the
Later information shows that the
been in the United
He
has
in
pany.
IS
Martin.
Robert
one for the creation of a new county with will be decorated in true military style
are
Sierra
there
Counties,
estimated
is
that
Mining Company's properties,
nearly
a
of
feel- by Captain Muller and other
cars, with the exception
States fourteen years and he bears
Rough
Fifteenth District, Grant and Luna hundred blocks under water and fully their town as the county seat are
miiuber; these belong to a company
Schaaf'. private car
Vice President
very good reputation among
ing good. They think they have made Riders. It will be open at half past
J. A. Moran.
and
are
homeless
of English and local capitalists rethousand
five
Counties,
people
and mine owners through- lid not turn over, but left the track
headway. This morning they received eight o'clock and shortly thereafter
Sixteenth District, Dona Ana and almost destitute.
cently organized. Upon these claims out the
were burned after the passengers Otero
uid
country.
reports that strong petitions for the the officers of the Chapter, preceded
B.
H.
Holt.
extensive
Point.
development
and
Ohio
at
River
Counties,
active
Danger
Is Henry J. Ander- were taken out.
treasurer
The
of the new county have been by Governor Hagerman and as many
creation
of
the
Luna,
order
19.
The
soon
be the'
Seventeenth District, (Grant,
work will
Shawneetown, 111., Jan.
of the First National
town of Dexter and that of his staff as can make it convenient
Death List Numbers 25.
Ana and Otero Counties, Frank Ohio River here continues to rise, but signed in the
Dona
These have been examined by son, President
day.
at AlamogOrdo, one of the A special from LaFayette, Indiana, W. Beach.
similar petitions in other towns inter- to be present, will enter and receive
Is
it.
The
two mining engineers of the highest Bank,
levee
danger
the
holding
ncm
soundest and best known financial inare being circulated nnd signed. the guests; Captain Frederick Muiler,
tliar tweniy-uvEighteenth District, Lincoln and of a break Is so Imminent that people ested
standing In England and in this stitutions in New Mexico and a finan- ays in the wreck of Bigikhuuh
Four passenclaim that there is a move- of Troop E, First Volunteer Cavalry,
killed
also
.T.
They
as
A.
declared
been
bluffs.
Hudspeth.
have
to
Chaves
the
Counties,
are fleeing
Vcountry, and
of more than thirty years' cred- ger train No. 38 near Fowler early
in Roswell, which is fa- tlhe "Rough Riders", will act as so
on
cier
foot
ment
ChavLincoln,
successful
opera
Nineteenth District,
ery, promising for
cremated.
with
connection
were
whom
successful
ot
twentv
and
as the people there cial guard of honor to the officers of
to
itable
them
vorable
stockholdJ.
and Ttoosevelt , Counties,,
Jjifm and for $w. benefit of
of Nw. York' Owing to a dense fog to engineer, of es, Eddy
PAY FOR LEGISdesire to head off any move in the this patriotic society. At u quarter
' "
u.
.
vP. The directors of this company banking Institutions
Muilens.
W.
.
and New Mexico.
a new county after nine the grand march will bethe flyer waa unable to see the iignr.
San Miguel
of the best known citizens of Pennsylvania
Twentieth IDistrlot,
LATIVE EMPLOYES direction of creating
Charles M. DeBremond, an addi it the semaphoor which directed mm
with Hagerman as the county seat. gin, in which every one present is In
Ml
SanFilemon
W.
Deniston.
E.
New Mexico, namely
to stay in the fight until vited to join, after which the ball will
tional director, is a citizen of Roswell to stop as a west bound freight train County, Ttafael Herrcra.
chez, and
Resolution Passed Allowing Assembly They propose
gtiel A. Otero, who was Governor of
Chaves county.. He is a gentleman In had 'the right of way.
success Is at'alned or defeat has over- open in earnest.
to
Bernalillo
Twenty-firs- t
Andrews
District,
this Territory from- June, 1897,
to
$15,000
Appropriate
of
he true sense of the word, lias one
come them. They are ready and wilAt ten, the minuet, that quaint and
Tried to Stop Train With Pistol.
GenExcellent Work.
County, Bernard Ruppe and Francisco
January, 1906, and
the finest farms in that section and is
to make any and all kinds of stately dance of ye olden time, will
The train dispatcher waved his lan- Lucero
ling
eral George W. Ptichard, of Santa Fe an extensive and successful sheep
Montoya.
y
ern frantically and fired at least half
trades with other county division ad- be presented by maids and matrons,
who has held the two most Important -Special to the New 'Mexican.
His flocks are of the highest
a revolver, out
rower.
from
shots
dozen
and cavaliers dressed in the costume
New
19.
Mexico, namely
The following vocates.
legal offices In
Washington, Jan.
breed and the wool and lambs pro- he train went on. The tender or
of Colonial days. The dames in gowns
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
W.
V. S. attorney for New Mexico, un
introduced
by
resolution
Delegate
the
P,
Bracked, of Colfax with pointed bodices, powdered hair,
number .18 telescoped the baggage
Joseph
and duced by them are far above
dor the Arthur administration,
H. Andrews of New Mexico passed
end of the tender cut
rear
and Frank Staplln, of San and the coquettish and fascinating
The
cars.
for
County,
of
the
vote
Territory
unanimous
during
the House by
attorney general
Lisle Tannehlll, President ot ,Uic through to within ten feet, of the rear
Articles of Incorporation.
Juan County, are mingling with membe- tiny black patches on the face. The
two years under the Otero administratthe morning hour:
Land Company, ot Roswell. end of the smoker. The firemen of
Southwest
rs-elect
of
of the Assembly in quest gallants will appear in knee breeches
articles
incorporaThe
following
New
ion," as well as having represented
"To enable the legislature of
Chaves county, is one of the leading both trains were Instantly killed but tion have been filed in the office of
of votes for Chief Clerk of the Council and full skirted coats with lace ruffles
Januhis district for two terms in the Counmeets
which
.Monday,
Mexico,
and prominent business men of that he engineers escaped by jumping.
Clerk of the House, reaper and dainty handkerchiefs, which are
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
cil of the 'Legislative Assembly of the
to provide for ad- and Chief
ary the twenty-first- ,
business acu
Both men seem to be populat used with the grace of a beau of other
Bodies Burned in Wreckage.
H. section who possesses
The
Queen Mining and
are
tively.
Copper
heredirectors
other
The
is
ditional employes. Authority
Territory.
men of the highest degree.
head days-Comnanv. Principal place of
The fans in the hands of the
Immediately following the crash,
to pay out of the treasury and are evidently making good
Harry Meyers; successful mining ex
attorney-at-laW. A. Hawkins,
candi
no
fire and many business at Bonito, Lincoln County. by granted
avowed
other
So
far
ladies will bring to mind the time
way.
Churchthe
caught
E.
wreckage
a
Mexico
New
of
of
the
port and engineer; Henry
Territory
addi
an
Mamogordo and' El Paso, is
bodies were hurned before they could Territorial agent, David W. Haines, sum not exceeding fifteen thousand dates for these positions have ap- when that apparently inoffensive little
man, a barrister of high standing ol tlnnnl director.
Mr. Hawkins nas
The at Bonito. Capital stock, $700,0011, dithere article conquered as forcibly, and of
be extricated from the ruins.
additional employes and peared upon the scene, although
London, England, and Oscar William
practiced his profession in New Mex heat of the burning cars was so in- vided Into seven hundred thousand dollars for
Is no telling when dark horses may ten created as great havoc among the
also
known
well
banker,
a
notwithstand
Sellgmnn,
ico and in El Paso for twenty years
could not bear shares of the par value of $1 each, for contingent expenses
hearts of men, as the leaden bullet or
of Jjjndon. The New Mexican makes and is considered among those who tense that the rescuers
the act of Congress approved June appear.
the
to
the sharp pointed sword.
injured. Tne commencing business with $1,550. ing 1S78, twenty statutes at large,
o
help
that
show
to
approach
mention of this simply
19th,
ata nri at the henrl and front of the
women ana
The excellent work done by Dele
Those who choose to do so, may pow
Obiect. general mining and nilllln,;
the chances that the Gallinas proper- bar In this Territory and in El Past, killed include mien,
page one hundred and ninety-threand all that could he seen at day business. Duration, fifty years. In- and the act of Congress approved May gate W. H, Andrews in the passage of der the hair and wear any fancy or
ties will become rich copper produc- Mr. Hawkins has represented his diB
Boof
old time costume, but this will not be
light was the smouldering skeletons corporators, David W. Haines, of
1S97. twenty-ninstatutes at a resolution by the House this Repreera, are excellent, as they are located trict In the
forelegislative council and haf of human bodies. None of the passen nito; Francis M. Crockett, of Angus; 28th.
in Washington
sentatives
necessary.
so close to those of the Corona Queen
and
hundred
one
sixty
Mex
New
page
of
the
large,
as
President
served
noon giving' authority to the Legislawere killed and James M. Hervey, of Roswell; J. SinThe tickets for the hall have been
Mining Company's
properties, and lco Bar Association. He has been at gers in the sleepers
one."
tive Assembly to appropriate $15,000 placed at the low price of one dollar,
none of the sleeping cars were de gleton Diggs, of Lynchburg. Virginia:
will
bill
that the veins of ore that underlie the
this
pass
likelihood
sev
all
to
In
advisor
torney and confidential
for pay of extra employes was the talk and th dancing may be
C. T. Williams of Oklahoma City,
stroyed by fire as was at first
enjoyed tiJl
one are very apt and more than apt, eral
U. S. Senate, Monday next, and
great corporations and Is now
in Capital and Legislative circles to- the wee sma hours set in.
Isaac Brightman, Charles the
Oklahoma;
the
to be underneath the other. The Galby
ho
will
approved
promptly,
for the El Paso and
General
came
in
for
Attorney
The management has decided to
Roach, Walter M. Morton and John President. Delegate Andrews is giv- day. Delegate Andrews
Enaineer Jumped Into Water.
Unas group Is located In the Tied
Southwestern Railroad Company.
Seven of those Injured in the Big L. Peacock, of Okmulgee, Indian Ter- ing Tils nartieular attention and all much praise and many kind words separate the supper from the dance,
Cloud
mining district of Lincoln
the
and
the
standing
The character,
were said about him and his persist as
Fowler were taken to ritory.
County.
be Four wreck at
the time necessary to secure speedy ent and steady work for New Mexico, will there may be those present who
of
reputation of these directors can
Public Appointed.
the
engineer
not care for the former. In the
Notary
Including
Kankakee,
Mountains.
Andres
in
San
action thereon.
Located
very easily ascertained by any person
The Senate will pass the resolution large room on the left of the hall as
Enrique Gonzales, of Taos, Taos
passenger train who jumped into
there will be no
means
that
This
The Columbia group Is located In desiring to invest in the stock of the the
will
matter
next
this
then
a
and
Monday
notary
a noni beside the track and wnose con
one enters the hotel a Revolutionary
County, has been appointed
e
hitch in the work of the 37th
the San Andres Mountains, a district comnany by addressing a. postal card
he out of the way. It is also under
Is serious. The other six will public by Governor Hagerman.
supper will be served. Waxen candles
of New Mexico and stood that
Assembly
known to be highly mineralized and or short letter of inquiry to leading cit dition
Delegate Andrews has se will shed soft luster on the china,
Pension Granted.
recover.
will
be
probably
who
Is
declared
experts
of
the
the
Assembly
men
It
by
which,
Legislative
izens, bankers or business
cured pledges that the appropriation
The bill introduced by. Delegate W. that
Many Perished In Flames.
enable to employ the necessary help, for $15,000 for extra employes asked glass and silver of the early days of
have made careful examinations, con section in which they reside. The
H. Andrews, granting an increase of
our Republic; the supper will consist
helleved
are
for
ores
persons
At
twenty
least
veins of copper
fntna croat
clerks and attendants and provide
New Mexican is sure that the answers
bv him from the Federal Treasury- of baked beans and Boston brown
to death pension to Smith H. Simpson, formeris to
Andrews
their
which, however, have not been thor to these inquiries will be compliment to have been killed or burned
Delegate
pay.
Mexico
will be placed in the pendiug de
of the passenger train ly Captain of the First New
bread, prepared by a ladyperpetual
commended for his good
oughly developed on account of dis ary and will bear out what is said In the wreck
ficiency appropriation bill and favor from New England where these artiVolunteer Infantry to $30 per month, be highly
two
at
at
Fowler
'
Four
doubtful
on
is
the
Big
It
Instance.
railroads.
this
in
work
tance from
above.
ably considered by the Senate and
has passed the Senate.
if there is a member of the House House. The universal talk amongst cles are cooked in the most appetizing
Let It be noticed right here that the o'clock this morning. The cause oi
The Iron Mask group located in the
manner. A concession to the palate
the
to
be
that
Is
said
influence
shows
voice
and
up company makes no great promises and he collision
who has a vote and
White Mountains so far
members-elec- t
of the Assembly is:
did not
of the modern man has been made by
SHEA CASE TO JURY.
train
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of
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better
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a
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ipassenger
any
sound
with
have
not
who
the
an
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proposition
does
principally
"The Old Man is all right;
.
also
offering chicken salad; there-wil- l
Chicago, Jan. 19. The Instructions the speedy adoption of this resolution
with Indications that the properties of trumpets, with a flaring display or see the block signals. Fire followed
"Good thing he is in Washington;
be hot biscuits,
sweet
were
case
Shea
more
the
in
Ball
compassengers
sandwiches,
believed
of
is
and
value
it
tells
It
of
and
of
circumstance.
Judge
House
Representatives.
will
in
the
there
with pomp
great
prove
"What is the matter with Andrews?
were kill- finished today and the case was given
pickles, Jellies, spice, Jelly and sponge
mercially and to the stockholders, a plain, and unvarnished tale of its were burned to death than
He is all right."
twenty-fwere
cake; and dainty tarts, prepared by
There
ed
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in
amount
to
to
the
the jury.
be
resources as it believes them
New Mexico Iron ores to the
STEAMERS COLLIDE
mine host Vaughn of the Palace Hotel,
persons in the combination day
of 135.000 tons were sent during the and what it expects to do for those ive
H. O. Bursum, of the Re whose pastry enjoys a wide reputaesand tour passenONE WENT DOWN ChairmanTerritorial
year, 1900, from properties principally who join the present stockholders in coach and only five, It is estimated in were seriously hurt
Central Commit- tion. Hot coffee and tea will also be
publican
gers were slightly injured.
located In Grant County to the Pueb- - the project. The officers and mrec caped alive. Several passengers
been a very busy man yester served. The supper room will be ophas
were
tee,
car
Dead
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of
and
Pullman
the
successIncomplete.
List
Is
be
private
will
every tors believe that they
lo and other smelters. There
Three of Crew ot Naworth Castle Mis- day and today. He is evidently much ened
Immediately after the minuet Is
The known dead are: J. A. Shanreason to believe and the facts seem ful and will make great money for the Injured. The number of injured is
sing in Collision with
in demand, but moves along Just as danced and will continue so for two
are
Conductor
whom
of
three
of
be
a
citizen
non,
Chicago;
forty,
to substantiate this belief, that the new investors and for themselves. said to
Vanderland.
unconcerned, just as quiet and Just as hours. Fifty cents will be charged,
Riddinger, of the passenger train;
Iron Mask group with proper direc They may fail to be sure, but the not expected to live.
unobtrusive as If he were in Santa and all appetites may he satisfied.
Master Magee; Fireman
Engine Blew Up on Bridge.
tion and work will ibecomo a great pro chances are greatly in favor that they
Baggage
Red Fe simply to enjoy this exhilerating
19
19.- - The locoThe
Jan.
Eleven
Dover.
train.
It is hoped that this ball will he well
Jan.
England,
Kans.,
the
that
of
which
passenger
'Desota,
ores
for
there
Iron
the
reverse;
ducer of
will not do so. quite
from-NeThe good patronized, as the Daughters of the
and line winter climate.
has fceen during recent years and Is they will attain the object of getting motive drawing eastbound Santa Fe occupants of the combination car Star 8teamer Vanderland
on whose names are unknown.
York for Antwerp collided with and work he is doing will be apparent American Revolution have not come
todav a steady and good market.
financial benefit for all who are wtt.n freight train number 36 exploded
before the public for over five years,
sank the Dundee steamer Naworth Monday and Tuesday next.
Santa Fe Passenger Into Freight.
Rita claims aire them and for themselves to a remark a bridge near here this morning. The
The Hanover-SantGood
and any money raised by this ball will
bridge was demolished and the engine
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 19. Santa Fe Castle four miles east of South
located In one of the oldest and foest able degree.
Councilman-elec- t
win during the night. So far as is
Malaquias Mar be used for the benefit of Santa Fr,
and fourteen cars went Into a creek. passenger train No. 4 collided head-oknown mining districts in the iSouthThe engineer, fireman and brakeman with freight train No. S3 near Sylvia, known only three of the Naworth tinez, ot Taos, favors the election of probably for bronze relievos on the
west, one in which the Spaniards pro URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL
mis- Hon. Charles A.
Spless to be President stone arch which the last legislature
THROUGH THE HOUSE were burled beneath the wreckage western Kansas last night. The en- Castle's crew out of twenty are
duced copper more than a hundred
and were killed.
gine and four coaches of the passen- sing. The Vaderland's bow was dam of the Council. He says he is for Mr, ordered to be erected at the southeast
years before the American occupation Special to The New Mexican.
Rock Island Train Into Washout.
ger went lnt othe dithe. Engineer aged below the water line and the Spless first,, last and all the time. He corner of She Plaza, near the old Fonof the Sunshine Territory. Consider
Washington. Jan. 19. The Urgent
Peoria, Jan. 1!). Train number 337 Martin Kerribell was killed. Several forepeak Is full of water, but the bulk- has aerved two terms with Mr. Spless da which marks the end of the famous
able high grade ore has been shipped Pendency bill passed the house, this
Is no as a member of the Council and knows Santa Fe trail.
from thla property and the bodies of morning and will go to the Senate on the Rock Island early today ran passengers were Bhaken up badly. head remained tight so there
A
denie
of
the
west
of
crew
him to be peculiarly well fitted and
and
rlnking
Tickets are on eale at the Ireland
miles
ship's
three
danger
The
washout
Into
a
jumped
engine
freight
low grade ore are very extensive and Monday.
The bill contains an ap
equipped to make a
presld and Fischer drug stores, Weltmer's
with proper railroad facilities will be propriation of $5,000 for the United Bureau, Illinois. The engine, baggage escaped. Demoralized telegraph wires fog prevailed.
stationery store and at the Palace,
Water car. one chair car and a sleeper were as the result of a storm caused the
International
handled with profit to all concerned
New Mexican Wants bring results
Claire, and Normandle hoteflsC
(Continued on Page 8).
derailed. The engineer and firemen wreck.
The capital stock of the company Boundary Commission.
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to show a maximum number of tons
moved the largest number pf miles in
a given time. As a consequence, one
reads, when the cause of la railroad
accident Is given, that it wap primarily
due because such and such a train
was behind Its schedule or such and
such a train was trying to make up
time. It seems that a speed limit and
at least an approximation to the truth
4. 00
to
2.00 In time tables should be enforced
catastro-phie2.00 prevent the many railroad,
that blot the dally chronicle of
1.00
75 events In the United States.!
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The New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
.ri;e and growing circulation
every postofflce In the Terrltor. n4
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi me Southwest
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LET IT RAIN!
Quit your growling about

the

clouds

and the rain and the snow! It Isn't
exactly tho kind of weather that New
Mexico is advertising to healthseek-?rbut It Is what it Is yearning for
nevertheless.
Yes, even healthseek-erfrom the humid regions, miss It
occasionally and complain that tho
sunshine, that unbroken
perpetual
'drouth, is trying on the nerves and
But the
homesickness.
aggravates
two weeks of rain that New Mexico
lias ha l this month means crops
ibumpir crops for the thousands of
homeseekers that have come the past
year, not for their health but for a
Jiving, for a profit! To them It is not
only raining drops of water, but dollars, dollars, dollars so that instead
of an annual production of crops
amounting at the most to $15,000,000,
New Mexico will this year show up
with $30,000,000 worth! If 'New Mexico could be guaranteed this kind of
there
weather at regular intervals
would in due time not be another state
in the Union, nay not even New York
or Illinois, as rich or as prosperous.
Santa Fe would crowd Denver and
perhaps Kansas City for rank in population and weather, and Albuquerque
would make Cincinnati and St. Louis
'hustle to keep up with 1t. Aridity, Irrigation, forty miles of desert for
every mile of cultivation, have their
advantages but it is noticed that population and wealth crowd each other
alios t where they have the kind of
weather that is blessing New Mexico
at present. Of course, there may be
too much of a good thing but there is
no danger that New Mexico will ever
get too much rain except in spots
where rivers are crowded into canons
ami then flow over low lands. The
gentle winter rain of the past two
weeks, not two Inches altogether, accompanied by mild weather and no
deterioration of the pure, Invigoratmountain air, can
ing, healrhgiving
not be compared with the cold drizzles or the downpours of the east,
where a record of four inches a Ja
is no record breaker .in the precipitation line. Even the healthseeker will
.find his compensation for the days of
partial cloudiness in the greater joy
lie feels when the sun gets down to
business again and commences to blister the adobes so that they crack. Just
as care as there is a tomorrow so
surely will the sun be out again In
full splendor in a day or two, the
winds will be Mowing the dust over
what a day before were mud .puddles
and processions will be wending their
way to church to pray for much needed rain, Just as they have been doing
annually for the past three hundred
years. But In the meanwhile New
Mexico should deem Itseif blessed because It has an
January
Maw and has had an inch or two of
rain to begin the new year with.
In the words of an old minor to a
complaining healthseeker:
"Jest you wait, mon, in June these
here 'hills will be jest full of flowers." Or as the poet puts it more elegantly:
"It Isn't raining rain to me,
It's raining daffodils
In every dimpled drop I see
Wild flowers on the hills.
s

s

Tho' Clouds of gray engulf the day
That overwhelms the town,
It Isn't raining rain to me
It's raining roses down."
MINING OUTTHE NEW MEXICO
LOOK FOR 1907.
The year 190C shows quite an increase in mining activity In New Mexico, and the year 1907 opens most auspiciously in that direction. This is
more than gratifying to the citizens
of the Territory and to all Its well
wishers. New miuing companies are
toeing organized and many old ones
are resuming operations. This is especially the case in the Black Range
In Sierra County, In the Magdalena,
Kelly and Mogollon mining districts
In Socorro County, in the Hanover
and Santa Rita districts in Grant
County, In the San Andres, in the
Oallinas and in the White Mountains
in Lincoln and Otero Counties. Owing to the high price of copper, which
is steadily advancing and bids fair to
keep at a high figure for many years
to come, copper claims and mines
which have been idle for years are beand put Into active op- ing
eration. Within the past few weeks
several big mining corporations "have
been organized in which the people of
central New Mexico are greatly interested. Among these are the Columbia Copper Mining Company, which
has claims in Lincoln, Otero and
Grant Counties, and the Corona Queen
Mining Company in Lincoln County.
In San ta Fe County, the Santa Fe Gold
and Copper Company at San Pedro,
has resumed operations and is now
employing over 100 men and will put
on 400 miners as soon as they can he
had. That company has thirty teams
steadily employed hauling coal from
Its coal claims to the San Pedro smelter, and would employ sixty teams or
more if they could be had.
The zinc output of the Territory in
1906 was the greatest in Its "history
ami in 1907 will he considerably augmented; thiB Territory will then cut
more than a respectable figure in the
Gold, silver,
zinc producing - line.
lead and iron ore raining are on the
nd th outnut of coal for
double that Vf
1907" will probably
.

Condi1900 which was 135,000 tons.
tions are very favorable and indeed,
much better than they have been
since the halycon days when silver
ruining In the Territory was at Its
height.
the El
In viewing this situation,
Paso Herald pertinently and timely
remarks that with the continued Increase hi the market price of copper,
many mines and prospects that 'before
lay idle now acquire solid values. With
copper rilling so high and likely to
slay over twenty for a long time to
come, it. pays to develop properties
that would not have returned a profit
with copper at the old rates, twelve
cents or thereabouts. If New Mexico
does not leap forward during this
period of great mining activity and
high prices It will he not because she
has not the pay ore, but because her
people are not alive to the great opportunity presented.
New Mexico Is among the very richest mineral regions in the country. In
tho old days it was a famous producer,
hut unfortunately some of the pioneer
miners were Inclined to take only
what was handed to them and to
skate around the problems of real
mining. They not only left enormous
values in the ground but they gave
New Mexico a blow to her prestige
that she has not yet wholly recovered
from.
The mineral Is there, plenty of It.
Some of the prospects in New Mexico
are so sensational In indicted value
that if they wrere situated anywhere
else they would cause a stampede.
But some organized effort should be
made to Interest capital and get real
miners to undertake the development
of the Territory. One hig swindle will
undue the constructive work of a decade.
Big concerns are going into New
Mexico copper, and the probability is
that another five years will demonstrate New Mexico to belong ty fights
to the famous coppijir toeTFof Arizona-Sonorwi,th,- - a"produclion
dependent
oniy'on'the skill and capital brought
to the exploitation of the natural

KINDLY

OKLA-

GREETING FROM
HOMA.

The constitutional convention of Oklahoma by unanimous vote, recently
passed the following resolutions which
shculd be read by every well disposed
and patriotic citizen of the Sunshine
Territory who favors statehood. These
resolutions have the right ring and
breathe the true sentiments of friend
ship and kindly feeling towards the
.Sunshine Territory.
They also indicate that the two new Senators from
Oklahoma In the II. S. Senate, and the
live members In the House of Representatives in the (10th Congress will
be very favorably disposed towards
statehood for New Mexico. The resolutions read:
"Whereas, tho delegates elected by
the people of New Mexico to the pro-- ,
posed joint constitutional convention
of New Mexico and Arizona did on
January 7th, 1907, convene and assemble at Santa Fe, New Mexico, for
ihe purpose of drafting an independent constitution for the people of New
Mexico, with a view to Its submission
to Congress with a demand for Immediate admission of New Mexico, as a
State of the Union.
"Whereas, the people of Oklahoma
earnestly sympathize with the desires
of the people of New Mexico for independent statehood.
"Therefore, be It resolved, We congratulate the delegates elected by the
people of New Mexico upon their determination to draft a constitution for
the State of New Mexico, and hereby tender them our cordial sympathy.
"We believe that New Mexico is
entitled to statehood as of right; that
the denial of statehood to the people
of New Mexico Is a serious wrong.
"We believe that the denial of statehood to New Mexico would' be an
Injury, not only to the great west,
but to the Union itself. ..
That the President telegraph the
greetings of this convention to the
ConvenNew Mexico Constitutional
tion.
WILLIAM

"JNO.

M. YOUNG,

H. MURRAY,

President.

''
"Secretary.
"Introduced by Hon. W. A.

i!
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NEW MEXICO AND TEXAS
FINANCES.
The governor of the nesft boring
suae of Texas In his recent message
to the legislature of the Ixme Star
State, devoted considerable space to
the subject of revenue and taxation
and It seems that the problem Is even more acute In Texas 'than In New
"In
Mexico for the Governor says:
the midst of unexampled prosperity
there Is a deficit in the treasury which
will soon reach a million dollars." It
is different in this Territory, which
although assessed at only $10,000,000
and collecting taxes on only $.'15,000,-00of this, still has a balance of
in its treasury. Tho Texas executive goes on further to say that the
Texas system of taxation encourages
the tax dodger and official carelessness. It Is therefore not a good system for New Mexico to adopt for its
tax dodgers stand in no need of enThe Texas governor
couragement.
blames it all upon the railroads for
he says the assessment of railroad
property presents probnbly greater
inconsistencies than that pertaining to
any ether class of property. Not so In
N'ew Mtexleo, where the railroads pay
of all the taxes colfully
lected and some counties would be In
very poor financial shape were it not
for the shekels contributed to the pubThe
lic treasury by tho railroads.
fact that New Mexico finances flourish under the adverse circumstances
that are creating a million dollar deficit In Texas is no doubt due to tho
fact that this Territory has been for
ihe past nine years and more uniler
Republican control while Texas has
been a prey of the Democrats.
$!100,-00-

EXAMINATION

0

OF BONDS.

Tho present statutes establishing
office of Traveling Auditor and
the duties thereof should be so amended as to give that official full power
to examine all bonds filed by Territorial officials and by county officers
for faithful and proper performance
f duly and honest keeping and ac
counting or 'territorial tunus nuin
time to time as 'his judgment may determine; bonds for the faithful, and
safe keeping of Territorial 'and county funds by. banks and trust companies to whom such may be loaned,
should also be under this official jur
isdiction and should receive careful
attention several times a year. As
it is, there is really no examination
or investigation of such bonds eith
er guaranty or personal, provided for
by law, and they may have 'become
either onsotete, uonusnien may nave
died or moved from the Territory, or
become Insolvent thus Impairing the
value and validity of the bonds. This
Is a matter which can be remedied
very easily by the 37th Legislative
Assembly and should receive the
promptest and speediest attention by
that body as it is of gravest importance. Indeed, It Is such a grave matter and presents itself so strongly that
it needs no further discussion.

"Never, never again!" cried she;
Her mother wiped her team away;
"Free again! I am gladly free;
I thank the Lord for this dear day!"

CALLING

ON

THE

OFF" NIGHT,

The moon hung low upon the western

sky.

"Ah," mused the young man In the
shadows of the old porch, "It is not
The Judge seemed half Inclined to weep,
my regular night for calling on EvanTho lawyers turned away with sighs;
her. J
Tlio wrongs that she had borna were deep, geline, but I'll Just surprise
know she Is In the hammock because
The Jurors slyly wiped their eyes.
I just heard her cough. I'll Just creep
"My freedom I shall treasure well,"
up and hug and kiss her In the dark."
Bhe gladly cried;
"I'll wed no more!
He tiptoed In the direction of the
My lesson has been learned; the spell
hammock. It was as dark as Egypt.
Is gone which was so sweet before."
Suddenly he extended his arms, emLo, as she hurried forth she chanced
braced and kissed the form In front of
To meet a man who caused her heart
him.
But instead of the soft, fair
To leap with gladnesses they glanced.
cheek of Evangeline it was a coarse
Each at the other, In the mart,
cheek of bristles.
The freedom which had made her glad
"Robbers!" shouted a basso voice,
She soon forgot to prize, and then
Intermingled with feminine screams,
She schemed with all the art she had
"Housebreakers!" "Porch climbers!"
Till wedded woe was hers again.
S. E. KIser, In Chicago
Far down the road a breathless
young man halted to rest.
"Great Jupiter!" he gasped. "InJust Possible.
The two angry men were about to stead of kissing Evangeline, I must
come together.
have kissed the other fellow." Chica"Stop right where you are, my good go Dally News.
men," said the parson, who happened
The 8choolma'am's Apology.
along just then. "What's the use of
An extremely proper young New
fighting?"
"But," protested one, "he called me England woman was a kindergartener
a liar, parson."
in a large city. Getting into a street
"And he called me a lazy loafer," car one day, she bowed to a man
said the other.
whom she thought was the father of
"Well, there's no use In fighting two of the children under her charge.
over a difference of opinion," rejoined As soon as she bad done so she realthe parson. "You may both be right." ized her mistake, and as he got oft the
car at the same time as herself, she
Chicago Dally News.
stepped up to him and said.
"Please pardon my speaking to you,
John Explains.
"John!" cried Mrs. Jenkins, as she but I thought you were the father of
greeted her husband on the stairway two of my children." Judge.
at 3:40 a. m., "here you are again, Intoxicated!"
When.
circling When the bees have left the clover,
"No'm," replied John,
around with his arms several times When the baseball game Is over,
And the umpire has recovered from tha
trying to catch hold of something
shock;
solid. "Jusht In love, m'dear."
When mosquitoes cease their drilling,
When the heat is not so killing,
"In love?"
If you have to take a walk around the
"Yesh, m'dear. 'Sh love makesh
th' worl' go roun', ain't it?" Judge. Whenblock;
there's no more of this chatter,
Which Informs you that the matter
With
the climate is humidity, not heat,
The Appreciated Party.
Spite of summer's soft elation,
Mr. Bouillon
Yes, sir, I'm a profesWithout any hesitation,
You'll admit that autumn's mighty hard
sional cook, and It gives me pleasure
to beat.
to think that I belong to a profession
Washington Star.
that Is fully appreciated. When a particularly palatable dish Is set before
NO REASON TO KICK.
you, your gratitude goes out to the
cook, does it not?
Mr. Blnks Well, to tell the truth,
my gratitude generally goes'out to the
waiter. N. Y. Weekly.
Record-Heral-

Despite the howls of the tax dodgers and knockers, the New Mexican
does not favor the skimping of the
appropriations for the support of Territorial educational and charitable InThe laxes for the mainstitutions.
tenance of these are well spent and
well applied. The Territory does nol
possess too many of them at this
time. The tax rate In New Mexico
is not at all exorbitant and not at all
excessive when the valuations of property are considered. Sham reform
should net he taken Into account in
the coming Assembly. Genuine reforms whenever and wherever necessary should bo applied and such will
be approved by the people.
Extra employes for the 37th Legis
lature are absolutely' necessary for
the nroner performance of the work of
the Assembly, and the New Mexican
does not care who knows this. If
tho United States does not make a
nroner appropriation for the pay of
these employes, the people of New
Mexico will have to pay for them,
that is all there Is of It and that is
all there is to it, .regardless of the
tax dodgers and fake reformers.
What must be, must he.
The Territorial Board of
did not do much in the way of
fixing higher assessment rates' for the
present year, owing to the very lmi
ited powers granted It under present
Its scone and its powers
statutes.
should be extended and with the right
kind cf men on this hoard, better,
more equitable and more just assessments will be the rule.
'

The sheep growers of New Mexico
a higher Tate of taxation on the animals' they own ths year
RAILROAD of our Lord. They have been very
A POTENT CAUSE OF
ACCIDENTS.
prosperous for the past few years and
In seeking the cause for the many ran stand the raise.
accidents on American railroads, one
In Wisconsin they have just enactpotent cause Is generally overlooked.
That is that railroads publish time ed a law to prevent trains being late.
tables with no thought of adhering They may be able to control this, but
to them.
For every regular 'passen the New Mexican does not believe it.
than
ger and every regular freight and coal After all, lata trains are better
Issued a published time wrecked ones.
train, there
schedule, but owing to competition
If U. S. Senator Bailey is Innocent,
the time of 'passenger trains is so arall this opposition to investigatidea
the
to
the
as
why
public
give
ranged
that travel over the Darticular road is ing his case by the Texas
phenomenally swift, such as the advertisement of an eighteen hour train
The New Mexican Printing Company
between Chicago and New York or a
fifty hour schedule between Chicago is prepared to do the best of brief
and the Pacific Coast. Here In the work la short order and at very reaswest, especially, It Is the exception onable rates. Lawyers whodeslre to
rather than the rule that a 'passenger have their briefs printed rapidly and
train Is on time; the railroad superin- correctly and to present them to the
tendents when they compile schedules Supreme Court now in session here
Mexknowing full well that the trains will on time, should call on .the New
not adhere to them, in fact, tinder pres- ican Printing Company and leave their
ent conditions cannot adhere to them. It orders.
Is the same with freight trains where
New Mexican Wants bring results.
It is the aim of each superintendent

TflE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
o

-
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i

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
.

o

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue.

.
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will have to pay
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HER LESSON.

BERBER E INSUBflNGE
GENERAL AGENTS

FOR NEW MEXICO

FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

rational Surety

Co., of

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
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LACOME & GABLE,

C THE

A Success.
Wife Weren't you awfully frightened, dear, when you made your first

political speech the other night?
Candidate Yes, but I got through
safely.
Wife Safely?
before anybody
Candidate Yes,
yelled for me to sit down. Detroit
Free Press.

Proprietors.
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I

J

i

Scraps.
The Scissors You look all cut up.
The Cloth It all comes of trying to
You
see, the
be a peacemaker.
thread gave the needle a poke in the
eye this morning, and I Interfered.
The Scissors Well?
The Tenant That cellar I've rented
The Cloth Well, I got a basting.
off you is full of rats!
Cleveland Leader.
Landlord Great goodness, man!
What do you expect for 5s. a week-w- hite
Trouble.
mice?
"Portlelgh took his fiancee out in
When
his new automobile yesterday.
He Played in Luck.
they returned the girl was alone at
Neighbors
Enpeck Is one of the
the steering wheel, and Portlelgh was luckiest men I know.
behind."
walking
Homer How do you figure that
"Lovers' quarrel, I presume?"
out?
was
the
"Oh, no; Portlelgh
pushing
Neigh rs Why, his wife Is so
machine." Judge.
that she never worries
him about her troubles with hired
Cute.
girls. Chicago Daily News.
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HOTEL

American and European Plan. Commodk
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom
Department Open Day and Night. Pi ess

t
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Coronada Hotel

1

strong-minde-

time she was fond
In
Of porous plasters, she
I.aced baby ribbon through their holes
And then, real prettily.
Tied all the ends in fluffy knots
Till each one was a gem
no won- Seen through a peek-a-boDer she was stuck on them.
Houston Post.
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One

ef the Best Restaurs! Is ii

petk-a-bo- o

A

FOR THE BOSS.

GIVE-AWA-

One Way Out.
For a little while they were be
tween the devil and the deep sea.
Then the woman got her some
dresses made, and went down to the
latter.
But the man, after some hesitation,
went to the former. Puck.

OPEN DAY an,
REGULAR MEALS 35c
FIRST CLASS SHORT
A LA CARTE.

MEAL TI

ORDERS-SERV-

ED

All
He Never Tackled One.

Kinds

pared by

"Pa, was Solomon really the wisest
man that ever lived?"
'He has that reputation, but of
course we can never secure any proof
that he could have fathomed the
"
meaning of a .railroad
.
Chicago

Ne

Best Rooms in City; 50 (
1

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals
south side plaza.

at'

my restaurant,

time-table.-

Record-Herald-

G.

LUPE HERERA, Prop.

The Usual Way.

First Hotel Guest Some one has
taken my hat by mistake.
Suspicious Friend Are you sure it
was by mistake?
Guest Certain of it. He left a better one than he took away. Detroit
Free Press.
Papa's Views.
Pretty Daughter But what
have you to George, papa? He's
Mrs. Smith (calling at her husband's as honest as the day Is long.
Papa That's just It. He will have
office) Yon say my husband Is out. Is
to hustle at night in order to support
he out at lunch?
New Office Boy I don't think so; you. Chicago Daily News.
the typewriter'! here. Jester.
Hammered Into 'Em.
The Discomfiture of Geometry.
"The truly great are always modEuclid had just announced that the est."
.
sum of the parts could not be greater
"Of course; they run up against so
than thewhole.
much tough luck before they arrive
"Did you ever get a bill for repair
at greatness that it knocks the
out of them." Detroit Free Press.
ing an auto?" we asked pityingly.
Herewith he meekly retired to the
Not Quite Clear.
background. N. Y. Sun.
The Editor Have you submitted
A Phenomenon.
this poem elsewhere?
The Poet No, sir.
Schoolteacher What Is a phenom
The Editor Then what excuse have
enon?
Little Girl (from Chicago) A gen' you for coming around here on
man out walking wif his own wife. N. crutches? Chicago Dally News.
Y. Weekly.
No Fun.
"Have a good time on your vacaHaiy Memory.
Stella What a lovely engagement tion?"
"Naw! I visited friends and they
ring!
Bella Yes; it fits so well I think I wouldn't let me spend a; cent."
must have had It before. N. Y. Sun Boston Post.
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SANTA

E, N. M

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
Tho T.iHTlolnHtrn Maniml for 190E 01
Blue Book tor New Mexico, histories; can and get the news.
and official compendium of value to
evey business man and officer and
to every citizen, 304 pages
Price $1.60. Address the New Mex
lean Printing Company, Santa re.

The New Mexican can do printing
rinne In any of the large
Every piece of
cities.
our worn once
out.
turn
we
a
vork
Try
tor
It you cannot afford tc pay
come again. We
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly and you will certainly
New Mexican Review and get the bave all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
cream of the week's doings. It la
the best binderies In the west. friends.
to
to
send
your
good paper

.....ii m that
or:

The New Mexicaa Bindery la turn
irg out some of the most artistic
binding In the Southwest. It U the
wot completely equipped blnderr in
the Rocky Mountain states south of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
The New Mexican Printing Company
The public is showing its apprecla
In handling land office blanks, necessent nas on band a large supply of pads
sary In homestead entries and in min tlou of the attractive circulars
and
eral applications. Prices low, espeel out by the New Mexican Printing the desk, and also for lawyers
We will
ally In quantities. Circulars giving Company, in regard to rubber stamps. merchants; good anywhere.
sell them at Ave cents In book form,
full information furnish' m. applica
but will give a discount on quantities.
Subscribe for the Dally New
tion
and get Jie news.
If you want anything on earth try
Subscribe lor the Dart, New Me'.
New Mexican advertisers get trade. a New Mexican "ad,"
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GUARANTY TRUST BUILDING, EL PASO, TEXAS.
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO
DIVIDED INTO 1,000,000 SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE OF $1.00 EACH. FULL PAID AND
$1,000,000.
TREASURY STOCK 666.000 SHARES.
NONASSESSABLE.

Officers and Directors:
JAMES A. CARROLL

.

V. R. STILES
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Alamogordo, N M.

LISLE B. TANNEHILL
W. A. HAWKINS
.

The "Columbia."
This group embraces nine (9) claims, situated
in (loud Fortune Canyon, San Andres mountains,
thirty miles west of Three Rivers, a station on
the El Paso & Southwestern Railway system. The
development consists of a tunnel or, more properly
"
o 10 despeaking, an incline, varying from
driven
of
of
the
for
distance
a
horizontal,
grees
:)00 feet; a shaft sunk about 80 feet from the
cm railed and Id a depth of 53 feet; an upraise
from this point to surface and an 18 foot crosscut driven near the face of incline. Quoting from
the engineer's report :
"The formation at and around these claims
is a sedimentary limestone, slightly tilted by tho "
underlying igneous granitoid, with which it of
necessity forms a contact giving the landing
limn a slight inclination to the northplains of-tThis
west, about leu degrees of the horizontal.
contact is the mineralized zone fn this instance.
A bed of ferruginous
material, containing from 30
to 10 per cent iron, and from 4 to 10 feet in thickness, lies between the granite and the limestone
copper ore is in evidence throughout the
workings in the shape of chalcoeitc, ehalcopyrite,
cuprite, and malachite, apparently' formed in the
vertical vein which was followed, but showing n
tendency to follow the ferruginous ' contact
The vein or faulting plane has, beyond a
doubt, served as a conduit for the copper-bearin- g
solutions, and the iron strata through which it
cuts has furnished an admirable precipitant for
the copper, and some good
may reasonably be expected along that zone
The'
somewhat important question as to whether the
metal has been leached out of the overlying lime- stone and deposited by descending surface waters,
oi derived from ascending solutions from Idow,
through the granite, can only be determined by
further development.
If the latter- - is tho case,
then bodies of copper ore may le found in the
underlying granitoid. The streaks and seams of
copper (green carbonates) now iu evidence in the
granite ar the bottom of the present shaft may
be the result of either cause, and
nothing hut
additional-deptfrom 50 to 200 feet deeper-- will
toll the tale. In any event the present showis
such as to reasonably expect paying bodies
ing
of copper ore along the granite-lim- e
contact, and
the judicious expenditure of from $5,000 to
$10,000 in intelligent exploitation should give
good results."
The average of all samples taken throughout
the tunnel and shaft, carefully omitting all rich
streaks and chandlers, show (5.45 per cent copper
and 1 ounce silver. A select sample taken from a
rich chamber in roof of tunnel about 150 feet

.

.

.

eoppcr-lead-silv-

The company does not claim to own a copper
mine, ll makes mo attempt to disguise the fact
that, iu every mining venture, there is necessarily
an element of risk. The human eye cannot see
into the bowels of the earth, nor has the ingenuity
y
of man devised an
apparatus that will reflect latent bodies of ore. And, while it is not
within the range of human possibility to entire)7
eliminate this risk, it is possible to so reduce it
as to render it legitimate. This the company has
done. For several months its engineer was in the
Held in Mexico, in Arizona, in Xew
Mexico.
More than a hundred properties were examined,
lxiss than a dozen received a favorable report at
his hands. Even those that were considered worthy of development were again sifted, so thati the
company's hodings may be truly said to embrace
four of the most promising prospects
in the
southwest
every one a legitimate mining risk,
and every one a possible mine. Here's the engineer's opinion of the company's properties:
ex-ra-

copper-silve-

er

ore."

r

The company's engineer made an exhaustive
examination of the properties, and his report, too
voluminous to give hen;, clearly and plainly shows
where and why this district in general and this
property in particular will, within a short time,
become a heavy producer of copper ore. In a letter to one of the officers ho said : f'T advise that
you,,socure control of this property at once. The
essential thing is to get sufficient! time in which
to exploit it." Suffice it to say the company controls this projx'rty under lease and bond. The
price agreed upon is reasonable, the deeds are in
escrow with the Frst National Bank of El Paso,
and the company has 18 montihs in which to avail
itself of the option.
.
the north is the
Contiguous to the (iallinas-o- n
"Corona Queen"
group of claims, a properly
which has, it is reported in tJie public prints, been
recently 'sold for a large amount to an English
syndicate.

,

clerk of Socorro county. New Mexico.

The "Iron Mask."

.

COLUM

(Signed)

MARTIN' FISHBACK.

Two
chased
lease.
tion of

Rita"

This group is located in the central mining
county, Xew Mexico, in' the center of
what is at the present tiinie the most developed and
productive copper mining district in' New Mexico.
Considerable high grade ore was shipped from this
property some years ago, but the main body of ore
beiug too low grade to handle profitably at. that
time-- !
the mine was
per cent to 8 per cent
shut down and allowed to remain so until now.
There is a large body of 5 per cent copper ore,
which will be opened up as fast as economic development will permit,
Freight from the property to the copper smelter
at Silver City is but one dollar per ton, and under
"existing conditions 4 per cent ore can be handled with a good margin of profit from this prop".
erty.':.:
The company has secured this property under a
working option, and some excellent re- suits are looked for when the. company's jilan of
development is under way .
two-ye- ar

.

a

Grande Valley

BANK and TRUST CO.,'
El Paso, Texas.

the venture should prove a failure, 'twill be an
if it should prove a success, 'twill
honest failure
be an honest success.
The copper mining industry has made, and is
making more millionaires than any other single
industry in the world. The enormou.i increase in
the. consumption
and the rise in price of this
metal have been coincident with the vast extension
of the uses of electricity throughout, the I'nited
States and, in fact, the whole world. No metal
of all the metals is in such universal demand as
The consumption of brass is growing
copper.
as brass is
and,
vapidly,
copper, its extensive use can bring about but one resulti the
continual rise of the price of copper and the rapidly growing profits of those who own stock in paying eoper mines. Dividends paid on copper
properties last year in the United States amounted to more than half (over 50 per cent) of the
total dividends paid by gold, silver, copper lead
and zinc mines. Xo single industry in the
world is now paying as large a profit on the
amount of money invested as the copper mining
industry uo single field of activity is making
fortunes so rapidly, particularly in the United
States.
During the past twenty years the copper mines of the United States have paid in
dividends $3:54,970,416. The dividends paid
by copper mines during the year 100(5 have
amounted to more, than $5(5.000,000. You will
doubtless he surprised to know
two-thir-

al

That $100.00 invested in Michigan)
coppr
mines in their early history is worth today
$10.-110-

That $.100.00 invested in Anaeonria in its prospect stage has a value today of $25,000,
That. $100.00 invested in Creen Consolidated
only a few years ago is worth today $150. 000.
That a share of Calumet & Hock. wich cost
10 cents, has a present market value oi $780.00.
That the man who invested $1,000 in Calumet
end Arizona four years ago now has a snug forand is receiving annual dividends
tune of
of $4,800.
The only opportunity the man or woman of limited means has to acquire a large interest in a
copper mine for a small investment is before the
bnxix.
Copper
property w on n tliriileml-payinmines are not, for sale the stock of such properties is not on the market.
To summarize , the company owns and controls
four groups of claims, altogether 720 acres. The
care exercised in the selection of these several
properties reduces the element of risk to a minimum. The. copper properties arc already developed to a point where they may almost, be said
to have passed the prospect stage. Ore is in eviIf it continues
dence throughout the workings.
with depth, the profits to the stockholder cannot
be estimated except by comparison with other
famous copper mines. The iron property, if
proven to be of sufficient extent, will make money
.

fl

Respectfully,

'

The "Hanover-Sant-

El Paso, December 22nd, 1900.
To whom it may concern : '
The several copper properties owned and controlled by the Columbia Copper Company were
selected during a most scrutinous search throughout the southwest, covering a period of several
months.
While none of them, iu their present state of
development, are steady producers or have definite
blocked out, they all possess the
features and conditions necessary to the formation
of commercial quantities of copper ore; and although it is beyond the power of the most competent engineer and geologist to state definitely
what the extent and value of the unexplored
will )e, all precautions guarding against
failure have been taken, so far as it is possible
for human judgment, to do it, and I have recommended these properties, believing that proper
development will make thorn profitable producers.
None of the famous copper producers of today
presented a more encouraging future during
their prospective stages than do the present holdings of the Columbia Copper Company.
'

f

Rio

.

Complete reports on the mpeetioe properties
be sent on application.

--

REGISTRAR:

TREASURER
ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR
ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR
ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR
.

' will

This group embraces 12 full claims in the Gallinas mountains, Lincoln county, and about seven
miles from Callinas a station on the El l'aso and
Five of these claims have
Southwestern system.
been patented. The workings in. these properties
have reached a depth of 200 feet. Drifting and
tunnel work has lieon done to the extent of 720
feet. From live smeller tests of ore shipped from
those properties an average of $22.!H per tion was
realized. It is a
ore, and more
than 100 tons of good ore has been shipped from
there. Mr. Frederick's. Harris, a mining engineer of Chicago, examined the properties in 1905.
"Conditions are
Among other things he says:
favorable for the occurrence of large bodies of

from entrance gave the following returns: Copper, .30.10 per cent; silver, 6 ounces; gold, 0.2
ounces. Several cars of good ore, averaging in excess of $40.00 per ton, have been shipped to the
smelter.
In June, last, 2,200 pounds of ore were
selected from the dumps and shipped to the smelter in El Paso. This shipment netted $78.30. The
company owns this property absolutely, and the
deed is duly recorded in the office of the probate

Guaranty Trust Building

.

The "Gallinas."

he

This group consists of ten (10) full claims,
located in the White mountains, near the western
boundary of the Mescalero Indian reservation,
- aiid about ten miles due east from
Temporal, a

.

station on the El l'aso and Southwestern system.
Development work has been commenced on this
property, and will be continued. To quote from
the engineer's report:
,
"This is the largest outcrop of limonite (brown
hematite) 1 have seen in the southwest, Surface
samples give analytical returns of 10 per cent to
60 per cent iron, practically free from sulphur,
phosphorus and titanium, and contain traces of
If the iron continues with
wipper and silver.
depth it will prove a most valuable property. Besides, there is a great probability of encountering
other values as the iron deposits, showing on the
surface may prove to be the trapping of bodies of
ffipjKT ore."
The company owns this property absolutely and
the deed is duly recorded in the office of the probate clerk for Otero county, Xew Mexico. ,

This company owns and controls four separate
groups of mining claims The Columbia, the Iron
..Mask, the Gallinas and the Hanover-Sant- a
Rita;
"
and a brief description of each follows :

bo

VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY AND MANAGER
.

MARTIN FISHBACK, E. M.
.
HENRY J. ANDERSON
CHAS. M. DE BREMOND

DEPOSITORY:

PRESIDENT

.

,

of the company's properties
were puroutright; two are held under bond and
In lieu of expenses incurred in examinathe properties, of cash advanced in their
purchase, and a considerable amount expends! in
development work, 3114,000 shares of stock have
been issued, and this entire issue has been pooled
for one year.. There remain, therefore,. 0(1(5,000
shares in the treasury; and, of this amount, the
Hoard of Directors has authorized the sale of
With the
15(10,000 shares at 25 cants per share.
proceeds of this sale the company will ..proceed to
further explore its several properties. The development work so far done has not sufficiently
No machinproven the extent of the
ery other than that actually required in development will be purchased.
When the
shall have been proven, then, and not till then,'
will the company invest in expensive machinery
for the proper handling and treatment of its ores.
All exploration work will bo done under plans
and specifications prepared by the company's engineer and under his immediate supervision.
The company is convinced that its properties
possess merit; the directors believe that some one
of these properties will become a mine! They
invite you to assist: in the development! of these
properties.
They assure you that you will be
given a square deal that every dollar .expended
will be employed in actual development work. If

from the start.
The present stock offering will be limited to
:i00,000 shares, when this allotment is disposed
of, there will still remain in the treasury 3(5(5,000
This reserve will he available when it
becomes necessary to equip the company's proven
properties with machinery for successfully handling and treating the
As to the character and "business integrity of
the company's directorate, the public is referred to
the First National Bank of Roswell, First National Bank of Alamogordo, First National Bank of
El Paso.
Remittance should be sent by express or postof-fie- o
remoney order or bank draft. Where the
stock
is known,
sponsibility of the subscriber
may be ordered sent with draft attached.
s.
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Miss La-mhas returned home after
nn absence of two months In California. She visited friends at San Francisco :ind Los Angeles.
!M;rs. Hallett Raynolds, of Ias Vegas, is a visitor in the Capital. She is
a guest, at the home of Territorial
Secretary and 'Mrs. Raynolds.
Judge Daniel H. McMillan of Denver, who has 'been in the city on legal
business, left this forenoon for Ms
home In the Qween City of the Plains.

INVITATION TO ALL
WE ARE TAKING
TO INFORM THE
ERAL THAT WE
INESS IN OUR

THE PLEASURE
IN

GENPUBLIC
ARE DOING BUS-

BUILDING
NEW
WILL BE KIND
IF YOU
AND
ENOUGH TO FAVOR US WITH A
WE WILL TAKE GREAT
CALL
YOU
SHOWING
PLEASURE IN
AROUND.

week.
Mr.

V

N. Salmon

M.

,

zen.
Official

sheet.
Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Bond
Guardian's
and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
sheet.
Satisfactou of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
"Lease of Personal Property,

ESTABLISHED

1866.

painwnen

LINIMENT
WILL CURE

Chattle Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
It relieves burns and scalds.'
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
25c, 50c and $1.00
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Sold and Recommended by
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Now selling at and below cost ossheet.
of Deed of Trust,
Release
feathtrich plumes, fancy wings and
sheet.
Relinquishment,
ers all at a bargain. Felt, hats at
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
your own price. Call early and select
Homestead Application,
the cream of the lot.
sheet.

INCORPORATED J903.

Order

In

This Month We're Making a
Special Sale on

School Suits
School Shoes

sheet.-

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Vrir.cM, Dallas, Tex.
writes: ''1 iiH()lSallaxii'nSiiow
Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment Made.

Of

and

Celebrated Makes.

Good Lookers and Good Wearers

Every One.

Built for Service and
Guaranteed in Every Detail. Prices
Lower than the Lowest.

II II

and Mrs. Ramon Sanchez, of
Penaseo, Taos county, have arrived in
the city and have rooms at Mrs.
Plompteaux's, 114 Cerrillos Road. Mr.
'J
Sanchez Is a prominent merchant and
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the
stock raiser of Taos County and is a
City.
member-elec- t
of the House of RepreP. O. Box 219. -- 0Phorid No. 36.
sentatives of the coming Assembly.
W. H. Jack, of 'Silver City, manager of the Crowfoot Cattle Company,
and a member of the Territorial Cattle Sanitary Board, left tills morning
for Denver, Colorado, to attend the
American Livestock Association meeting which commences there. Tuesilay
next, as a delegate from New Mexico.
Affidavit,
Augustus Post, New York banker,
sheet.
who is largely interested In 'Several
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
New Mexico enterprises spent today
sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
in the city visiting officials and gathsheet.
Desert Land Entry,
ering information. He was a caller
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
ait the office of the Bureau of ImmiEntire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds.
Upholstered
Furniture,
sheet.
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc, Just Received.
gration where he secured copies of CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
sheet.
Affidavit,
iXew
on
various publications treating
NEW MEXICO.
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
Mexico resources and condiitions. We
EMBALMING AND
sheet.
Tin' New Mexican I'rin':,i; Ci"
will bo here several days.
Claimant's Testimony,
Reverend Eugene H. Smith of pany has the largest facilities and
UNDERTAKING
Grand Junction, Colorado, who has most modern machinery for doing all sheet.
Declaration of Application,
been a sojourner for two weeks ill kinds of Printing and Binding In
si vie. Manufacturers of Loose- - sheet.
Santa Fe, left last night for Silver
sheet.
Final proof,
Pamphlets and Book
City, where he will spend the re leaf Ledgers.
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
maindor of the winter. He was for work a specialty Best Book Bindery
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
merly pastor of the First Methodist in tho Southwest.
sheet.
Episcopal Church at Grand Junction. Mining Blanks.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
He was forced to give up his minister
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
ial duties for a time on account, of his
sheet.
sheet.
Entryman,
Proof, of Labor,
vocal chords becoming impaired and
full
Final Homestead Proof,
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
impeding his speech.
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Hon. Charles 'A. 'Spiess, member of
sheet,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Sheep Contracts,
the 'Legislative Council from the coun
190'.!, English or Spanish,
sheet.
pamphlet,
ty of San Miguel who received a bi
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
sheet.
Mining Deed,
majority for the position November
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leathsheet.
Mining Lease,
Gth last, will reach the city this eveGOOD THIf
Coal Declaratory Statement, 12 er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, ICc, paPhone 26.
ning from his .home in East :Las Ve14c.
per,
sheet.
gas. Mr. Spiess Is a leading candiLaws of New Mexico,
Coal Declaratory
with
Compiled
Statement
date for election to the Presidency
$9.50, postage, 45c.
He arrived In Las P6wer of nn Attorney,
of the Council.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath
from a trip to Affidavit and Corroborating
Vegas last evening
er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
eral Affidavit,
sheet.
New York.
and
Washington
I Hon.
Notice of Right to Water,
s'aeet. 7c.
Venceslao Jaramillo, of El
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Rito, who has been In the city during
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
I the week attending the sessions of the Property, ofsheet.
Forfeiture
Publishing Out of No- $2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
Board of Equalization as its secretary
r
NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,
sheet.
nearest express office.
left last night for the City of Mexico tice,
i
MAPLE
NEW
SUGAR,
of
Affidavit
New
sheet.
Mexico
Assessment,
Supreme Court Reports
where he will remain six weeks or
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,
Stock Blanks.
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volmother-in-law- ,
and
with
wife
his
longer
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven ume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, $3.30
Mrs. J. A. Martinez, who have
sheet.
each. Postage 25c.
W
been sojourning in the Mexican Cap- dor's Recorded Brand,
.1. P. Civil
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks,
Docket, $2.75.
ital for the past two months. The
10c per Book.
45c.
Postage,
FRESH BALT
1 fcirta
party will be domiciled at Porter's
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
J. P. Criminal Docket,
Hotel.
sheet.
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
Mrs. C. N. Iord was given a fare Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
well party by her friends Sunday eve.,
sheet.
Criminal, $1.00. Postage 55c.
rting on the eve of her departure for
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75,
in Buffalo, and
a visit to relative
to Gather, Drive and Han
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Authority
were
York.
New
There
U'alertown,
die Animals Bearing Owner's Recor
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reand
present: Territorial Secretary
ded Brand,
sheet.
ports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c,
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, Mr. and Mrs.
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book,
Gather, Drive and Han
rthur Sellgman, 'Mr. and Mrs. James dieAuthority to
animals Not Bearing Owner's Re- $3.00.
J U Sellgman, Mr. and Mr"A, B. Rene- - corded
sheet.
Brand,
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
han, Miss Mabel Helen Baum, of Den
of Brand,
of Chauge in AssessNotification
Certificate
sheet
ver, Associate Justice Mrtwarn a.
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Mann of Alaimogordo, and Robert C.
sheet.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
Agreement,
Gortner.
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Hon. T. B. Catron will be the host
CUT PRICES IN
sheet.
sheet.
tainer,
Tables,
Gaming
a
at dinner party this evening at his
FURNITURE
sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
Application for License,
home on Grant Avenue. The invited
Sheriff's
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Replevin
.Monthly
Report,
guests are Governor H. J. Hagerman,
Rugs, Queensware,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Chief Justice William J. Mills, AssoStoves,
Hardware,
on
Bond
sheet.
Continuance,
Appearance
ciate Justice John R. McFie, Associate
Ranges and Picture Frames,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
(J.
P.),
W.
Justice Frank
Parker, Associate
of
Bond
sheet.
Commitment,
Appearance, (District
Justice William H. Pope, Associate
CALL AND GET PRICES.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
sheet.
Court),
Justice Edward A. Mann, Associate
Attachment
sheet.
Justice
sheet.
Bond,
Quarterly Report,
Justice Ira A. Abbott, Attorney GenAttachment Writ,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
eral W. C. Reid, Jose D. Sena, clerk
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
D. S. LOWITZKI.
of the Territorial Supreme Court: A.
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
M. Bergere, clerk of the First Jud'f lal
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
plaint,
District Court; W. E. Gortner, court
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumSummons,
stenographer of the Fourth Judicial
sheet.
t
Sheet.
mons,
Subpoena,
District Court, and Attorneys A. B.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
Bond,
Replevin
Charles'
C.
R.
and
Gortner
Renehan,
sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- C. Catron.
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
IlfCOarOBATBDI
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Miguel A. Otero entersheet.
Capias Complaint,
Miscellaneous.
tained at a dinner party last evening
Search Warrant,
sheet,
at his hospitable home on Washington
Sheriff's Flexible Cbver Pocket
Avenue in honor of the justices of the Spanish Blanks,
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Territorial' Supreme Court. Covers
each,
Auto de Prlsion,
pliego.
were laid for fourteen and the menu
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
Declaration
pllego.
Jurada,
was elaborate. The table decorations
each.
Certificado
de
Nombramiento,
were quite effective and consisted of
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
There were present pliego.
red carnations.
Grain,
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Fienza Oflcial,
pliego.
Governor H. J. Hagerman, Chief JusDeed, The City of Santa Fe, full
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento,
tice William J. Mills,, Associate
sheet.
JUledioiao
John R, McFie, Associate Justice pliego.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
de Partldo,
Contrato
pllego,
Frank W. Parker, Associate Justice
sheet.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
PROMPT ATTCMTMM WVSN MAIL MBIM.
William H. Pope, Associate Justice
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
Edward A. Mann, Associate Justice pliego.
sheet.
English,
Escritura de Renuncia,
pliego.
Ira A. Abbott, Secretary J. W. RayApplication for Mariage License,
V. u.
Documento Garantizado,
plego.l Spanish,
nolds, Colonel George W. Prlchard,
sheet.
de
Bteues
Hlpoteca
Muebles,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
Major R. J. Palen, A. M. Bergere, A.
pllego.
B. Renehan, and Manuel Otero,
17c.
Documento Garantizado,
extensa postage,
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
forma entera, pliego heno.
ButcherB shipping certificates, such
17c.
.
Com- have all the facilities for turning out
The New Mexlcau Printing
Cerliflcado de Matrlmonlo, lOccada pstage,
as are required by law, printed In
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
uno.
on hatd a large supply oi every class of work, Including one ol
has
pany
blank form by the New Mexican
two for $10.00.
Adauted to. New
'
writing tablets and scratch pads suit the best binderies In the west
Formula de Enumeracion,
Pr'-tlpllego.
Company.
Application for License, Retail Li able for school children, lawyers, merContrato Entre los Directores
y quor License,
sheet.
chants and also tor home use, which
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifipllego.
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi Preceptores,
Application for License, Game and will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound cates for sale
by the New Mexican
de
Contralo
Combustible.
can and gjt the news.
pllego.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and aud
cheaper If ordered In larger quari
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00. titles. These tablets, are made from Printing Company,
English and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c. the odds and ends of the best paper
Blank Butchers' Shipping CertifiWarrant, obtainable, and you are getting double cate's
County Superintendent's
for sale by the Nevr Mexican
60 In Book, 35c.
when
buvlng. Printing Company.money'p worth
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and your
Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
Don't forget our large and complete
Tbe Ne'w Mexican can do printing
Poll Books for City Election, 8
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laces and MollnTs
'
All
equal to that done In any of the large bindery and job department.
pages, 40c,
for Reception and Evening Hat.
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of work handled In the most
work we turn out. Try our work once manner. One trial makes you a pets
MRS. LYNG.
220 San Francisco St.
and you will certainly come again. We mauent customer.
(Continued on Page 6.)

HI

S.
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Winter Millinery

Miss A. Mifgler.

CHARLES

WAGNER

Furniture Company.

LEGAL BLANKS.

flrst-clas- s

4

2

H.

For

I

'

Dressed Poultry

e

"M. V." BUTTER

j

e

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

I

Specialty.

CA.

4

I

Season.

e

2

e

i
I

pup

EASTERN

of All Kinds in

A

s.

WE NOW HAVE

Non-Mi-

Fruits and Vegetables

I

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

2

ClOSM

Sale

4

Hardware

2

4

2

4

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies
f

1

2

4

2

4

2

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

4

4

4

THE

WOOD-DAV- IS

Jus-tiv- e

HARDWARE CO.
228 San Francisco St.

:

:

Telephone 14

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES
We make a specialty of

AND FRAMING
PEVBlVOPIIfG, PRINT

INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue.

& 00.

HOWUID

510 South Broadway
1,08 ANGBW5S. CAUF.

"GOOD ROOMS."
The Price of Peace.
You can get a good room at the
The terrible Itching and smarting,
is Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
to certain skin diseases,
Inciileij
almost Instantly allayed by apptylng price, either by the week or month.
Chnniberlaln's Salve. Price 25 ceVs. You will be gainer by calling there,
Xbefore engaging rooms elsewhere.
Fcr wiIp by all druggists.

v

A

1907.

To Work Again- - New Clothes

2

BALLARD'S SNOW

19,

Bach to School

2

Why isuffer with

JANUARY

SATURDAY,

Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 60.
Libros C'ertificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros do Recibos Supervisors de
Caminos, 25c.
General Blanks.
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do-- ;

PERSONAL)

Edward Sargent, merchant at Cha-mand a brother of Territorial Auditor W. CI. Sargent, was among last
night's arrivals from the north. He
Is registered at the Claire.
Genernf Manager W. S. Hopewell of
he 'New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company is registered at the Claire. He
came on company 'business and also
to have a took at the legislative situation.
Hon. Frank Springer, of East
Vegas, reached the city yesterday
and is registered at tbo Palace Hotel.
Mr. Springer is one of the leading
citizens of New Mexico and is well
known in Santa Fe,
Judge Jesse 'XortTicutt of Trinidad,
Colorado, attorney for the Yankee
Coal Company and for various railroad
enterprises in Colfax and Union Counties is in town on legal business. He
will be here until the middle of next

25.

Flour aad Potatoes, Stationery,
and 6rocn' Sundries.
Patent

2

-

2

jutta n,

2

ng

,
4

LADIES.

. . .
.

SATURDAY,

JANUARY

19,

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and- Leaving Santa Recompiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. Northbouud arrives Santa
Fe 5:40 p. m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 42G. EastbounJ
leaves Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3: 30 p. m.
ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

& SANTA

Branch-Arriv-

e

at Santa Fe Station.
9:40 a. m.
0:50 p. m.

No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

11:15 p. m.

Depart from Santa Fe Station.

8:15 a. m.
4:20 p. m.
7:40 p. m.

No. 720
No. 722
No. 724
No. 720

and

2

connects with Numbers 10
east and No. 3 limited west at

J.a my.
No. 721 coneets with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. .721 connects with Js'o. 7 and 8

southbound and

9

west at Lamy.

Main Line Via Lamy.
No.
Xo.

stops at all stations.

1

will stop at nil stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
7

east.

ax i
m

Kino niTV
i i
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The At'hletlc Club will give a dance
tonight at the opera house.
Tickets for the Colonial hall next
week are on sale at the Ireland and
Fischer drug stores and Weltmer'H
book store.
CoCounty Treasurer and
llector Celso Lopez was able to be out
yesterday for the first time after a
week's Illness.
'Among the attractions booked at
the local opera house for February Js
the melodrama "Thelma" which will
be here on February 1G.
Antonio J. Ortiz has
moved his meat market from Galisteo
Street to 305 San Francisco Street.
P. A. Sandoval Is employed as butcher.
'
unn engaged in the wool com-- i
business in Roswell Is in
n. business with Santa Fe wool
lie 1s registered at the Pal- -

daughter of 'Rev. and Mr. George F.
Sevier, who has 'been critically ill for
a few days with pneumonia, was reported today as Improving.
Romualdo Ortega, of Chlmayo, who
is slated for a position as a legisla
tive employe from Santa Fe County,
came to the city last evening, and is
registered at the Normandle.
H. S. Allison of Raton, who Is a
candidate for a position among the
employes of the coming Assembly arrived from the north last evening and
today talked to the members of the
Assembly In his behalf.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Bush and daughter, tourists from New York, who
have spent the past year )n Santa Fe,
left during the week for Farmington,
San Juan County, where they will
spend some time for additional benefit to Mrs, Bush's health.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Norrls and children, who have been in Santa Fe for
the past week, returned today to their
home In Estancia where Dr. Norris
Is surgeon for the Santa Fe Central
Railroad. The surgeon has recovered
nicely from an peration he recently
underwent In this city,
Reverend George F. Sevier, pastor
of the First Presbyterian Church, had
Intended going to Denver this week,
but was forced to abandon the trip
on account of the illness of his daughter, lie had announced that the services would be discontinued during
Ihis absence but they will be held as
usual.
Among the members of the next
Legislative Assembly who arrived,
last evening in the city, -- was Julian
Trujlllo, of Chlmayo, Rio Arriba
from the
County, Representative-elec- t
Seventh District composed of the
counties of Rio Arriba and San Juan
and Filemon Sanches, of Rociado,
member-elec- t
from the county of San
Miguel.

Rafael Gallegos, of East. Las Vegas,
of the House of RepreLegissentatives of the
lative Assembly, reached the city last
evening and is registered at. the
Mr. Gallegos was a
hotel.
member of the House of Representa-- I
tives from his county In the Thirty- third Legislative Assembly and made
a good record.
The new gallery target has been installed in the cellar of the armory occupied by Company F, First infantry.
National Guard and
Mexico
New
shooting Is conducted each Wednesday and Saturday nights. The range
Is well lighted with electric bulbs.
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington has
ordered two barrels of
which can be fitted to the stocks of
the
military rifle. By
mechanical devices the soldiers can
shoot at a range varying from 100 to
member-elec- t

Thirty-sevent-

o

500 yards..

.

Don't forget our large and complete
Struggle" Is the bindery and job department. All work
announced for the sermon to handled promptly and In the most
manner. One trial makea you
Ivored by Rev. George F.
evening at the First a permanent patron.
terlan Church.
New Mexican Wants bring results.
;aret, the eight months' old
M'idnight

A DOLLAR IN BANK
Is worth more to you than a dollar in
your pocket, because

You know it Is safer;
You are not xso liable

to spend It

needlessly;
You can make It earn for you 4
Interest if you deposit It here for a
given time.

Everything that is

CALL UP PHONE

NO. 9

the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

When in Need of Anything in

CHAS. CLOSSON.

Up-to-Da-

te

Everything in Lace Curtains at

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

'TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

CROIX"

URING

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED
"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

WARE.

AND

MEAS-

GCUPS.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.
"BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

GRATERS

IMP- -

'LISK'S"

AND CAKE

MAKERS.

Santa Fe Haberdashery
ED EHLE,

-

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

STEAK POUNDERS.

"DAISY"

Dr. Deltuel I,inen Mesh Underwear Just in.
Orders Taken tor La dies' Underwear.

STOCK-BOILERS-

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

COOK'S

IMPORTED

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

BEAN POTS.

BOSTON

REAL

Out Furniture

Manager.

De

Some Exceptioi

the Follow
LEGAL

Y

BLANKS.

(Continued from Page 4.)
Poll Books for Town Election,
pages, '10c.
Poll Books, Election of School

VVVV

XXVt

Vk Vt MSXXX XXXS

XXX XV

MISSION

Santa Fe Livery Stable

8

THEODOfiECORRICK

Di-

rectors, 4, C, and 8 pages, English and
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 1, 6, and 8 pages.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Signs, Card Board.
13c each
"For Rent"
10c each
"Board"
"For Sale"
10c each
10c each
"Lodging"
"For Reut or Sale"
25c each
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
50c each
"Minor's Law"
50c each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment of
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Prices.
.05
$
On
or
sheet each
10
Full Sheet, each
25
Sheets, per dozen
:
.35
Sheets, per dozen
Co
Full Sheets, per dozen
1.75
Sheets, per hundred
2.50
Sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
On an order of J500 hundred
price.
blanks, customers' business card will
be printed under filing without extra
cost.
Size of Blanks.
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-

KV

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY

S

OAK

We take pleasure in placing at the dlsp
of our Plumbing Department, uinlor the in
Who has had wide experience in thisspher-anDenver, and whose work we fully pun
We will be pleased to submit estimates

I

SERVICE

i

Jt

jt

'Phone

San Francisco Street.

120

ARTIST

ROOM

Plumbing D

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

FINE RIGS

BED

MAPLE

BL

OA

SETS.

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
FIRST-CI,AS-

FURNITURE,

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

BIRDS

Proprietor.

1

4

2

2

4

Blauk Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS."
The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of The Santa Fe
Filigree and
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates.
Lawyers who deJewelry Manufactursire to have their briefs printed raping Company.
idly and correctly and to present
A fine and extensive assortment of
them to the Supreme Court now In
the latest styles of jewelry baa juat
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company been purchased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
and leave their orders.
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
If you cannot afford to pay for a genulue and as represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree Jewdaily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
is a specialty the finest and
New Mexican Review and get the elry
best work in tbat line Is turned out
cream of the week's doings. Jt Is I
by this oompany at very reasonable
good paper to send to your friends.
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
BARGAINS.
MEXICAN
NEW
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
Herewith are some bargain! offered work manufactured at home and in
Com- the
by 'the New Mexican Printing
shops of the company by special
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of. the design and to suit customers !a short
Territory ol New Mexico, 1897, sheep order and from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, Inciud'ng
bound, $1; papor bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading forma, if, Missouri Code uel Church stamps, In great numbers
Pleadings, C; the two for $10; Adapt- and at a low price. Store and factory
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New 208 Don Ga3par Avenue, Laughlin
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English building.
full
2.25;
and Spanish pamphlet,
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
leather, $3;- Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
The New Mexican Printina rvmmnn
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suinis prepared to furnish cards de
visite
preme Court Reports, Nob. 3 to 10,
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- for ladies or gentlemen on short noMintice, In first class style at reasonable
poration Laws 75c; Compilaitton
of prices, either engraved or
printed. Call
ing Laws, 60c; Money's Digest
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50; on tne New Mexican Printing Co
full Mst school blanks.
ine .'iew Mexican Printing Com
Butchers' shipping certificates, such pany Is prepared to fill promptly and
as are required by law, printed In satisfactorily all orders for engraved
blank form by the New Mexican visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
Printing Company.
kind. Prices as low as
compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine
samples
and prices.

LEO

I-P-51

WHOLESALE

and
(RETAIL'

BALERS

f

FLOUR,

1

GRAIN,

f

SALT and

-

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of
pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at five cents in book form,

THE ONLY EXCLUfclVr 6 RAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest asset w

An institution giving; an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantbeautiful
ly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the
M'silla Valley.
Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
worth of equipment. A faculty
stenography, and assaying. $90,000
Military instrucof 30 Instructors; 230 students, now in attendance.
Urge parade and athletic
tion by an officer of the U. S.Army.
the best management.
under
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory,
An ideal winter climate at an altitude ol 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

HENRY KRICK
Sol

only after the purchase prove

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
ni thft tftlanivinh. Use the lona distance
telephone when you have business with.

A

people in Denver, Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton, Las Vegas, Thorntonn
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
reasonBe-le-

with these places. Terms more
able than the telegraph.

I, SPARKS.

Mamger.

Or

orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa F, N. M.
Telephone No. 3H

itora like ikk.

SHOP

H PARSC-.S- ,

Prop.
Leading Tentorial Parlor In 8anta F,
Two Porcelain Bath Tuba.
Htlr Cutting a Specialty. Three Urn
Class Barters.
East Bide ol Plaza. South of PnetaJ
Telegraph Office.

lniii

m

:

OUR

great

irtitlt tarriea with

jf

in Watche, Jewelry, Diamonds.

The only first class in city.
Second to 110 ae in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths . ... . $1.50
.25
Other Baths
Placn
Side
West
Located
Parlors
W. H KERR, Proprietor

gpiegelberg- Street.

am Plexican Wares aitt Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gem.
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

SPECIAL SALE

Parlors

......

ia a

Blankets,

KERR'S

Caoital

lmy

It

doted

Manuractunng Jeweler, Dealer

267 San Francisco

WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

BARBER

1 1

A. W.

BOTTLING

PLAZA

entirely gatiifactory.

in

!

Any Flavor You Detlr.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.

N. M.

8. Spita

on gutrast.

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

OITT

fcy

Reliability it our watchword and every ial wa make

for.

Mail

SODA WATER

To have our

can be relied upon" ia the very beet reeommeadatioi we can strive

it

Agent For

bare in our bniiBeu.

customer! aay to their frienda, "Every etatamest made

satisfaction to buy at

WILLIAM

SPRING 1907.

'ANTI RUST,"

KNIVES.

POACH-

EGG

AND "BUFFALO" STEAM
ERS.

TEA

WARE,"

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

"LA

Men.

THE

Lace Ctwtafris

METAL

COFFEE POTS.

for

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

Here are a Few Suggestions.
"ROME

Letter heaas, bill heads, note Heads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo
by th New Mexican Printing Com'
pany at low rates and in quantities to
suit purchaser.

Eliilll

Just Arrived

Now is the Time to Lfave Your Measure for
One of those Nobby Suits Unit Ehle turns out.

-

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

in
There Is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitchen.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, ami much of the happiness of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking is Indispensable,
An
appliances, for, "That which tohousehold, uses
day is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," In this progressive world,
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and nif'i'its will be ob vious.

We have a Ulg Line of Overcoats
In Style mid Fit.

2

Are these not excellent reasons why
deposit account
with us?

Timely Suggestions.

Ready Made or Tailor Made.

Our New Spring Samples

FIVE.

PAGE

Suits and Overcoats

2

you should begin a

SANTA JFE, N. M.

Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO

FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

PAGE

8AJSTTA

SIX,

I J?

MEXICAN. SAXTA FE. X. 31.

jVAake a fowp
Willard WillTHE

GATE W.A"Y

WILLARD,

Wlllard is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and 3. F., and the Santa Fe
in abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water
of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
own
a
F.
S.
T.
body
and
it.
of
The
A.,
Company
water
is
and
there
plenty
good
as
as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
far
water
In
the
station
west,
pumping
the
concrete depot building,
largest pumping
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It Is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
a
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway. It has live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townslte is owned by
east-Lot-

s

and Imorovement e.

Willard Town

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer,

JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vie Pre.

Call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.

WILLARD-B-

CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR,

reason of Homeseekert ticket reading to other points the country around Willard has beet, somewhat overlooked and vacant
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

i..

yet remains

8ATUR0AY,

THEY ALL DEMAND

cured.

When one suffers the tortures

of an aching back relief is eagerly
sought for. ..There are many remedies
today that relieve but do not cure.
Here Is evidence tS prove that Doan's
Kidney Pills cure, and the cure is

lasting.
Charles Harris,
of San
Miguel
Street, says: "The aching
across the small of my back was not
the kind that comes from overwork, it
was deeper seated and much mote
painful, positively proving to me that
some, Inward cause existed. When an
attack was In the aggravated stage, I
could not stoop to put on a shoe or
lift any weight and If I managed to
stoop after suffering twinges when I
went
to
straighten
excruciating
pangs were sure to be my reward.
Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ire
land's Pharmacy stopped every aggravated attack."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Inke no other.
Foster-Mllbnr-

THE FIRST JMTIOJML
Or

BAJir

McGaffey, R. S. Haddill, R.
H. Johnson, William Mulligan, AlbuWANTED
Servant girl. Apply to querque; A. Dunn, iRoswell; N. B.
.Martin, Dubuque, la.; Mrs. W. .1.
Mrs. Leo Hersch, Washington Ave.
Bloohn, St. Louis; Frank Springer,
Las Vegas; II. A. Brassett, J. Didron,
FOR RENT- - -- Furnished room, bath
Chicago.
eleotric lights. P. O. Box, G-City.

I
oldest

Tn

carina

Established In

Institution In New Mexico.

1170.

RENT Two nicely furnished
222 Garfield Aveuue. House
keeping .privileges if desired.
FOR
rooms

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.

H. BRODHEAD,

ALFRED

Asslattnt

Cashlnr.
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Santa

r

I

f.

con-

r,
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Rf

'.

Practices
the District Court an
the Supreme Court of thj Territory,
alao before the United State; Supremr
Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexlto.

MAX. FR08T.
Attorney at law.
New Mexico

OSTEOPATHY.

H. B. HOLT,

New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
Practices In the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

PUoue 6$.

lar communication first
of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7 : 30
Monday
p. m.

II. F. STBPHE.N3,

W. M.

Santa Fe Commandery No
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In eacu
l3
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, I. C.
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. J,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the ihlrJ Saturday of each mont'--.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evoninc In
Masonic Hall, aouth side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaon art
cordially Invited to attend.

Attorney-at-Law- -

RICHARD

ft
?Ci

Montezuma
Lodge Nc
A. M. Reu
1, A. F.

X ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
X
Santa re Chapter, No.
X
1, R. A. M. Regular
X
convocation 2nd Mon
day of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:tt
FRANK W. CLANCY,
VW
m.
Attorney at law.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
ARIrTOR SKLIGMAN, Secy.
District

CARDS

H. HANNA.

Attorney at Law.
Office, Grlfflu Six

OR. CHARLES A. WHCELCN,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Are.
Successfully treat acute and chrouli
dlseaaea without drugs or medlclaea
CHARUSS FRANKLIN IASLKT, II.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours:
Venerable Maater
Phone 1(1
m.,
p. in.
PERCT FRANCI3 KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
2

1-

I. O. O. F.

MINING ENGINEERS.

Q, W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Court
and givea special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office, Laughlln Bit., 3anta Fe, N. M.

Claire.
r. S.
Hopewell, Albuquerque; W.
II. Jack, Silver City; R. E. Curry,
Denver; II, O. Biirsum, Socorro; Edward Sargent, Chama; B. S. Phillips,
Buckman; H. R. Enlow, J. D. Enlow,
Harper, Kansas; J. S. Harris, Clayton
H. 9. Allison, Raton; Wax Wolf, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Normandie.
Julian Trujlllo, Romualdo Ortega,
Chimayo; Santiago Martinez, Francisco D. Crespln, Truchas; Walter E.
flooten, Wichita; Nellie Hicks, SterlEmma E. Brindle,
ing, Oklahoma;
Belle Plalne, Kansas; W. A. Brown,
Pedro
Estancia; Pedro O. Sanchez,
Domlngiiez,. Mora; C. Valverde,
Simon Lucero, Las Vegas;
Antonio J. Agullar, Antonehico.
Coronado.
Leocardio Martinez, Des Moines;
Malaqulas Martinez, Taos; W. E.
Denver; Edward C. Raff el,
Chicago; M. C. de Baca; Rafael
Las Vegas; Fllemon Sanchez,
Rociada; Ramon Chavez, Santa Cruz;
Pedro P. Sanchez, Espanola; J. A. de
Luna, Antonito; F. Davis, Moriarty;
Mr. and Mrs. Roque
Herrera, San
Miguel.
Star-levan-

MASONIC.

if

the

at

deposit

Ir. all

PROFESSIONAL

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

't,

Interest e'lowed on time

eer cent per annum, on a

I Iberal advances mad

of

Now Mexico.

and

exchange

foreign

northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Front, Box No. C.-Bant Fe,

col-at-

for

and stocks In all market
and

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In

Loans

on all kinds of personal and

Buys and sells domestle

euitomers.

It

trm

and sells bond

Buy

security.

I

branch.

a fensral banking business In all its

at

WANTED
Lady for office work
and to take orders. Give age, expe
rience and reference. Salary, $15 per
week. Reply with stamp. F. E. Barr,
Topeka, Kansas.

ir

Capita! (1MUH&

Palace.

this railway from Raton to Cimarron,
Thu
including the
Koehler Branch, Is now open for FR EIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.
- Due notice will be given of opening of ochtr extensions.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
Dally.

Train No.

Distance
from Raton

1

STATIONS
Raton
Leave (a)
Clifton House
Leave

a : 30 p. tn.

4:00
4:25
4:35
5:00
5:20
5:45
5:55
6:20
6:45

7

p.m.

Train No.
Arrive
Arrive

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, 1 O. O. F
meet every Thursday evening In OdJ
bellows" Hall, San Francleco street
VIiIUjh brothers welcome.

12:30 p. m.
12:01 p.m.

p. m.

p. m.

Preston

Arrive

IS

p.m.

Leave

11:40 a.m.

Arrive
Arrive
Leave
Leave
Leave

11:10a.m.
11:30a.m.

'

.

v

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Leave Koehler Junction
Koehler
Arrive
Leave (c)
Vermejo
Cerrososb
Leave
Cimarron
Arrive

20
23
33
41

47

p. m.

10:6a. m
9:45a.m.
9:25a.m.

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. ni.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
...
Track Connection with A T. & S. P. Ry.
'
'
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
Raton, New Mexico,
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. 4 Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
NEW

RATON,

1

MEXICO.

THE CONGREGATION
The person who disturbed the congregation last Sunday by continually
coughing is requested to buy a bottle
of Foley's Honey and Tar. The Ireland Pharmacy,
DISTURBED

It's a pbasure to tell our readers
about a cough cure like Dr. Shoop's.
For years Dr. Shoop
has fought
against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
or other unsafe ingredients commonly
found in cough remedies. Dr. Shoop
it seems, has welcomed
the Pure
Food and Drug law recently enac
ted, for he has worked along similar
lines for many years. For nearly
twenty years Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure
containers have had a warning prin
ted on them against Opium and other
He has thus made
narcotic poison.-)It 'possible for mothers 1o protect
their children by simply insisting on
having Di. Shoop's Cough Cure. Sold
by the Fischer Drug Co.

Kentucky Saloon.
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Only the finest of Imported wlnea and cordiala served to customer!
the best of whiskies and brandies, domestic and Imported, a specialty. Superior brands of cigars.

261

Yontz

H. C.

and Hand Painted

JEWELRY

Ctiia.

tupalruf Flue Watchea and Jnwelry Work a Specialty. Navahn Ruga and
" dlan Goods.
Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side 1'laza, Santa Fe, K. M.

ease and before the victim realizes his
danger he may have a fatal malady.
Take Foley's Kidney Cure at the first
sign of trouble as it corrects Irregu
larities and prevents Bright's disease
and diabetes. The Ireland Pharmacy

In-

To stop a cold with "Preventics'
is safr than to let it run and cure

Washington Herald.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
ocated in the midst of the Am!?nt
31iff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
if Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
?e, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Irande Railway, from which point a
lally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
'rom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
iarbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
'ery dry "and delightful the year
ound.
There Is now a commodious
lotel for the convenience of invalids,
md tourists. People suffering with
;onsiimption, cancer, and other
diseases, are not accepted,
fnese waters contain 1,686.2-grains
f alkaline salts to the gallon, being
he richest alkaline Hot Springs in
e

Bar-mc-

s

Rlicr-niatls-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
-

A CARD.

This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
Jawltt I've always wondered what if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
made you so happy. New York Press. your cough or cold. It stops the
cough, heals the lungs and prevent!
serious results from a cold. Cures la
Late Fall.
The Irritating days now dawn,
grippe coughs and prevents pneumonTha times disgusting when
ia and consumption.
Contains no
.We put our heavy flannels on
The genuine Is in a yellow
opiates.
And take 'em off again.
Refuse substitutes.
The
-Ppackage.
hiladelphia Bulletin.
Ireland Pharmacy.

the world. The efficacy of these wal
ers has been thoroughly tested bv
the miraculous cures attested to in ibo
following diseases: Paralysis,
Neuralgia, Malarial Bright J
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections. Scrofula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive at ail
seasons and la open all winter. Passengers fur OJo Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. to., and reach OJo
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Callente, $7.40. ...For further particulars, address

Proprietor.

. Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

N .JH

at I. ait.
is bliss.

nce

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKLL,

MEW MEXICO.

THU MILITARY SCHOOT OF NgW MEXICO
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0J0 CALIEJITE i(0T SPRINGS.

A red, red rose.

Explained

Mexican Filigree

vatekflL, Clocks. Jewelry

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it is an insidious dis-

it afterwards. Taken at the "sneeze
stage" Preventics will head off all
UoukIU and Sold.
She-T- hey
say Mrs. Oldcash bought colds and Grippe, and perhaps save
you from pneumonia or Bronchitis.
her husband.
He Yes, I hear he wag sold. Detroit Preventics are little toothsome candy
cold cure tablets selling In 5'cenl
Tribune.
hoses. If yi u are chilly, If you begin
Tbo.e Little Dufie.
to, sneeze, try Preventics.
They will
Of all the pretty forms of man,
surely check the cold and please you
The amallest and the worst,
Sold by the' Fischer Drug Co.
It seema to be the present plan
To let the dulses rank first.
How to Avoid Appendicitis
Detroit Free Press.
Most victims of appendicitis are
Foundation,
those who are habitually constipated.
Js'odd (to Todd, just buck from EuOrino Laxative Fruit Syrup cures
rope) What did you cross ou?
chronic constiuatlon by stimulating
Todd An empty stomach. New York
the liver and bowels and restores the
Life.
natural action of the bowels,
Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nauFall Weather.
seate or, gripe and is mild and pleasAnd now upon the days we flit
ant to take. Refuse substitutes. The
When Mabel's nose
Is very like, I must admit,
.
Ireland Pharmacy.

Hewitt-Ignora-

nanurawivaivKur

DEALER IN

The Action of Water Vpoa Bocka.
Special Announcement Regarding the
8tabllfced and Supported by the Territory.
National Pure Food and Drug Law.
Sediments, or stratified rocks, are in
J. E. LACOM15, N. G.
We are pleased to announce that
variably those which have been laid
DAVID I-- MILLER, 8ecy.
down under water. They are always Foley's Honey and Tar for
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
coughs,
Mir.
recognizable as such because divided colds and lung troubles Is not affected
New buildings, .all furnishings and equipments modern and comCollegia.
Into those layers which the action of by the National Pure Food and
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA.
N, Mm,oc
0B"T'
electric-lighteDrug
all conveniences.
ENJAMIN M. READ,
plete;
baths,
the water always produces.
law as it contains no opiates or other
Attorney at law.
Santa
Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights c
"
harmful drugs, and we recommend it
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $250 per session. Session la
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Hardy Eel.
as a safe remedy for children and
Pythiau. Regular meeting every firs'
faree terms of thirteen weeks each.
Are.
Pal
Oflce, Sena Blk.
Some
eels
to
are hard
kill. A fisher adults. The Ireland
and third Tuesday evenings at t
Qy enq'RS AND PURVEYORS.
Pharmacy.
,
England,
o'clock, Caatl Hall temporarily with man of Port Isaac,
ROSWELIilsa noted health resort, 3, 70o"reet above sea level;
Odd Followa,
can
San FrancJaco atreei recenlly cut up a large conger eel he
Sunshine jvery day (ram September to June.
Croup
positively be stopped in
had caught for bait for bis lobster pots twenty minutes. No
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
vomiting nothCHA8. A. LAW,
and
minutes
afterward
twenty
picked ing to sicken or distress your child.
REGENTS NtUhau laffa, W.
Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
fraternal welcome.
Attorney-at-LaCORBET
8MYTHE.
up the head to throw It into the sea. A sweet,
and E. A. Cahoon
PAUL A. F. WALT-- R,
C. C
TJ. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty
pleasant, and safe, syrup,
Flnlay
civil, Mining and Hydraulic
The
of
the eel's head opened, and called Dr.
Jaws
JOHN K. 5TAUFFER, K. R. S.
For particulars address
COL. J. W WILLSCN,
Shoop's Croup Cure, does
New Mexico
Clayton,
Engineers.
Supl.
the fisherman's forefinger was seized the work and
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
does it quickly. Dr.
Assaying and General Contracting.
between thj sharp teeth. The finger
Shoop's Croup Cure la for Croup alone,
u, $, Qeputy Mineral Surveyor.
was badly damaged.
remember. It does not claim to cure
B. P. O. E.
KaBt "d' P'"a
N' M
Bat"
WILLIAM H. K LLEWELLYN,
a dozen aliments.
It's for Croup,
Notice for Publication,
'.Mail an a Hatter."
' CAN SELL
that's all.
Attorney at law.
Sold
by the Fischer
Santa Fa Lod0e, No. 40, B. P. O. B
IROWN
The
as
a
of the Interior,
"mad
hatter"
Department
phrase
Your
Real
really
La Crucea, New Mexico.
Estate or Business
"1,7
Co.
.
,
Drug
holds its regular session on the lecox means as venomous as a
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
viper. "Mad
No Matter Where Located
V,ed States District Attorney.
acd (fourth. Wednesday of each mocD as a hatter" is simply a
January 12, 1907.
corruption of
Fropertles and Business of all kinds
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Visiting brothers are invited and wp' au ancient form, "Mad as an atter, or
ta fa,
New Mexla
Notice Is hereby given that Tonrae sold quickly tor cash in all
If
would
disbe
from
Immune
you
come.
parts of the
NORMAN L. KINO, I. R
.!
adder."
New
of
Vlanueva
GaliS'teo,
Mexico, United St tea.. Don't wait. Writ, toease, keep the system healthy. Each
A J. FISCHER,
A. W. POLLARD,
Secy.
of
his Intention to day describing what you have to sell
successive cold weakens the constitu has filed notice
Attorney at law.
NOTARY PUBLICS.
tion and renders Infectious diseases make final five year proof In support and give cash price on same.
How'sThis?
District Attoraey. Luna Ou-t-y.
FRATERNAL UNION.
of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry
IP YO WANT TO BUY
We Offer One Hundred Dollan Reward for more
liable. Chamberlain's
Cough No. 5476
?- -i
New Mexico.
Fe Lodge, No, 269, Fratems
Deming
made January 5, 1900, for any kind of Business or Real Estate
any eaae of Catarrh that cannot be enrol by
will
cure
cold
Remedy
your
promptly
UnloB of America, Regular meeting
nail Catarrh Cure.
Section 10, Township 13 anywhere, at any price, write me your
and restore the system to Its normal the SE
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
F, J. CHENEY 4 CO., Toledo. O.
i..
flrst and third Mondays In each mont!
N Range 9
We. ttlA finrlnrHlirTil. hum Rnnwn IT. J
., and that said proof requirements.
I can save you time
condition.
For
sale
by all druggists.
Notary Public.
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hai Cheney for the I it 15 yean, and believe him
will be made before the Register and and money.
a.
J. H. BoBham.
Wade
In
transachonorable
all
butinen
office with the New Mexican Print- San
perfeetly
Francisco
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
VUItlng Frai tion and financially able to carry out any
DAVID P. TAFF,
ONHAM A WADE,
The Price of Peace.
ng Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
maae Dy inia nrm
ers welcome.
on February 21, 1907.
THE LAND MAN.
WaLDISO, RlNti is
The terrible itching and smarting,
Mrvih,
Attorney at
He names the following witnesses
R. L. 3AC, mtornal Vaster
Wholesale Drutrglata, Toledo, O.
415 Kanaaa ..vanue,
Practice in Ihe Supreme and Di
Hall's Catarrh Care li taken internally, incident to certain skin diseases, is to
DAVID GONZAL-- 9,
prove his continuous residence TOPEKA,
KANSAS.
Secy.
blnod
and
the
trict Court of the Territory irt th
actingmuooiia
directly
npnn
almost
Instantly allayed by applying upon, and cultivation of, the
REAL ESTATE AND MINES.
urfaoe of the lyttem. Testimonial! sent
land, viz:
4(Wtl O HOVTOTA Tt
Probal Conrta and kefore the U. S
free. Price
eeuta per bottle. Bold by all Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents. . Jose
Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
.
Drugglata.
For sale by all Druggists.
(Homestead Entry No. C737.)
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Take Hall's Fair lly PMIa for constipation
Vlanueva, Juan Ortega, all of Galls-teo- ,
Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
OHices.
Las Cruces, N. M,
Notice for Publication.
Mexico.
New
ROMAN L, BACA,
been
sick
for
two
the past
Having
A GOOD HOTEL.
Department of the Interior, Land OfReal Estate and Mines.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Piles get quick relief from Dr.
years with a bad stomach trouble, a
The Hotel Normandie U now pre
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
friend gave me a dose of Chamber-OfficSpanish Translator, Notary Public
Ointment. Remember pared to accommodate its
Shoop's
Magic
Register.
E. C. ABBOTT,
guests, in
- Jan. 2, 1907.
Griffin building, Washington Iain's Stomach and Liver tablets. its made alone for piles and it works
a first class manner. They have first
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Attorns at law.
Avenue, Santa i? N. M.
Tliey did me so much good that I with certainty and satisfaction. Itch- class rooms, first class
dining room
A DELICIOUS BEVERlOGE.
Practices !n tha District and Bu
Montoya of Pojoaque, New Mexico.
- bought a bottle of them and have ing, painful, protruding, cr. blind piles
service, and the prices are moderate.
preme Courts, prompt and earefal a
Dr.
Lauritzen's Health Table Malt, has filed notice of his Intention to
used twelve bottles in all. Today I disappear l;ke mag by its use. Try It will
to
pay you
stop there.
tendon given to all business.
Is a most delicious beverage. It may make final five year proof In support
!ara well of a bad stomach trouble.
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
It and see, Fischer Drug Co.
Do you know that rheumatic pains fcrs.
New Mexico.
Eanta 'e
be drunk freely at any time, by man, of his claim, viz. Homestead Entry
John Lowe, Cooper, Maine.
can be relieved? If you doubt this These tablets are for sale bv all drn- woman or child. It builds up tired, No. 6737 made December 21, 1901, for
Does' coffee
disagree with you?
the SW
NE
SE
NW
Just try one application of Chamber- - irlstg '
weak bodies and shattered nerves.
Then try Dr.
Probably it does!
A. B. RENEHAN,
N'H
SW
SE
and NW1-The
CO.
H. B. AUNTS
Iain's Pain Balm. It may not give
Coffee.
Health
Cof
"Health
Shoop's
PriMrtica In the Supreme and Die you relief from
Phone 26. section 5, township 20 N., range 3 E
pain but will make
American
How to Avoid Pneumonia.
Is
fee"
of
a
clever
combination
parch
trict Courtf' Mining and Land Law rest and sleep possible and that cer- OITT BOTTLING WORKS, Phone) 18 and that said proof will be made, beYon can avoid nnenmnnln nnd othr ed cereals and nuts. Not &
Collection
grain of
fore register and receiver, at Santa
Specialty. Rooms i t Sena B)dg. tainly means a great leal to any one serious results from a cold
by taking real coffee, remember, In Dr. Shoop's
Palace Are., Banta Fe, N. 1L
Fe, New Mexico,. on February 13, 1907.
afflicted with rheumatism.
Agency.
For sale Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops the Health
.!)"-afiS
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
Coffee, yet its flavor and
He names the following witnesses
No fee charged
by all druggists.
consh and expels the cold from the taste matches closely oli Java and
Bon Ton Lunch' Counter has to prove his continuous residence
The
linlPM
rnlfftlot
system as It is mildly laxative. Re Mocha Coffee.
If your stomach,
been repainted, and refurnished, and upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
la made. Wemak c
CHAI. F. FASLIY.
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
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SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy
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Entertaining.
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Belen is 31 milea south of Albuquerque, N. III., ,t the
of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

juno-ti- oi

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galvestoi and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paw and
1,000 business and residence lots, size 11x148 feet, laid

Millionaire
Marauder

out with broad 10 and

streets, with alleys SO feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

l

topirtjit,

vm, oy kuou

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Boil-
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"Going downtown, Dick?"
"Not lu this flood. My umbrella has
broken rib."
"You are almost a surgeon. Why
don't you set It?" asked Joe. "Take
mine and have yours mended."
"Have mine fixed, too, will you?'
called a voice from the next room.
"Mine needs a patch," said another
young studeirt of medicine, appearing
In the door.
"I suy, get the hundle put on mine
while you're about It," demanded a
third.
Dick departed with Joe Dart's urn
brella over his head and three disabled
ones besides his own under his arm.
After leaving them with au umbrella
mender he did some shopping and went
Into a corner drug shop to wait for a
car. He was absorbed lu the marvel
ous representations Of a new patent
medicine until, glancing out of the window, he saw his ear, seized the near- tit umbrella and hurried to the door.
As be passed out a feminine voice
cried:
"Stop thief! He's stolen my umbrella!"
Without the fulu test susplciou that
It referred to him Dick ran aud Jumped
on the car.
When he reached the boarding house
he carried Joe's umbrella to his own
room and forgot It until the next rainy
day, when his friends Inquired for
their mended property.
"The repairs will be finished today.
I'll bring your umbrellas on my way
back from the hospital," he told them.
When he went out with Joe's umbrella, which he had not returned, It struck
him as being rather small for a man,
although It had not occurred to him
when he carried It before.
As he seated himself In the car going uptown the woman next to him
muttered an angry ejaculation. Dick
moved his bunch of umbrellas and
apologized, fearing he had set it on her
'''- font
to his astonishment she
ulate you, young man.
a very successful morn-not for making a scene
t my name Into the
you here and
s

techless. He started to
uppose

I

recognize my
right there In your
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bawled

the

con- -

you to your own con-- ,
the woman and was
k recovered sufficiently
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umbrella?" he asked
lulled the house.
8 as good. Where did
exchanged with some-ruefully.
er watch out an swap
d one, will you?" said

k

iu take to the next

later.
Miss Mildred Wells,
but, as I have only met her once, she
will probably decline."
I

"Not
She won't be permitted to refuse
an Invitation from ttie only son of a
gold mine."
"Her mother has never even heard
of nie,'"'sald Dick crossly.
"She'll find you out soon, enough.
She keeps a regular Bradstreet's of
eligible men. She has married all her
nieces to diamond tiaras and Is Just
waiting for a chap like you to crown
her daughter, Her permission won't
he asked this time, though. She Is
away tonight. Mllly told me so
this afternoon,"
Joe was right, and Mildred accepted
Dick's Invitation. During her mother's'
absence she was relegated to the
of ti much married cousin,
who was too engrossed In the pursuit
of sterilized nutriment and sanitary
apparel for her children to keep a
vigilant eye on her guest.
The night of the assembly found her
unable to leave her youngest, who,
having deposited a dime In his lnsldes,
refused to honor a draft of mustard
and warm water for the amount. The
distracted mother was easily persuaded to alloy? Mllly to go with a friend.
"I shall have to leave early," Mllly
er
told her
will be home
at 1 o'clock, and I must be there to
greet her, I, have been staying with
Cousin Carrie, you know, but I prom-be- d
mamma I would be back at our
'own house when she arrlveB."
They left the dance at midnight and
started for Mildred's home. When
they reached the bouse Dick Inserted
a latchkey, but It would not turn.
. "Bridget has slipped the night latch,"
exclaimed Mllly. "She sleeps on the
third story and Is so deaf she can't
even hear by mall. What shall we
do?"
"Isn't there a window I can open
somewhere?"
"Suppose you try mother's room.
The wludows are on the piazza, and
they are seldom locked."
"I will do my criminalist," said

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three

ho-

Belen is the largest shipping point
flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

for wool,

Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city in the aear future eaanot a atimatsd.
Mexico.

The
on the stand and knocked It off. The
outmatch that lie found lu his walst- eout pocket spin tiered long enough to
show him the little dilua match holder.
which had rolled under the edge of the
bed. lie was on his knees to pick It up
wheu suddenly the room was flooded
with electric light, and he was seized
by the tails of his evening coat aud

Jerked violently backward. Struggling
to his feet, he turned and looked directly Into the muzzle of a revolver
held by the accusing angel who had
commenced him to his conscience In
the street car.
The surprise was mutual. Dick's first
Impulse was to laugh, but Immediate
contact with a loaded weapou In the
hands of a feminine fury In not stimulating to one's sense of humor If the
situation Is sustained.
'Ah, ha, young man!" she cried tri
umphantly. "I have got you now a
'Daniel come to Judgment!' "
"In the lion's den, you mean," said
Dick.
'You are delivered Into my hands by

an Interposition sent direct from Provi
dence."
"You've mistaken the postmark; It's
from the other place," protested the
prisoner.
It was futile to explain.
"You shall not escape me a second
time. March straight Into that closet."
She locked him lu, withdrew the key
and left the room.
Dick glued his ear to the keyhole,
heard an electric bell, followed by the
hanging of the front door, and his custodian returned, accompanied by Mil
dred.
"Cousin Carrie gave me permission
to, go to the dance, mamma," she said.
"and we left, as we thought, In plenty
of time to reach here before you."
"What do you mean by 'we?' I found
you alone at the front door."
Why, Dick I mean Mr. Brown was
with me. My key wouldn't work, so
he got In the window. He must be In
the house somewhere. It's funny you
haven't seen or heard lilm."
"I caught a young thief In the act
of hiding under my bed, and I have
put him where he can't do any harm
unless from sheer vlelousness he sees
fit to tear my clothes."
"For heaven's sake, mamma, you
haven't mistaken Dick for a burglar!
Why, he Is the only son of Itlchnrd
of Boomvllle, who owns
the largest gold miue lu the west."
"That's a He," sntd the gentle parent,
"Richard
Is Mrs. Doan's
brother. I met him at her house in
New York last week. He promised to
send me a photograph of his sou, who
Is a student In the medical college.
shall ask htm to dinner."
Mllly picked up some unopened nmll
thnt lay on the table.
"This must be a photograph. Look
at It," she said.
Mrs. Wells tore off the envelope, dis
closing the unmistakable likeness of
"Daniel come to Judgment."
'Oh, what have I done?" she moan
ed, collapsing Into a chair.
Mllly snatched. the photograph.
"Isn't he the best looking tlilug you
ever saw?" she exclaimed Involuntari
ly. "I'm simply crazy about lilm!"
,
"Hear, hear!" bawled Dick, thump
on
the closet door.
lug
"Good gracious, mamma, have yon
locked him up? Give me the key this
Instant."
"Oh, don't let him out till I get upstairs," Implored the old woman. "I've
insulted him not once, but twice. He
will never forgive me, never!"
But for reasons best known to her
self Mildred thought that ho would
and he did.
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Belen Town and Improvement Company
....
JINGLES AND JESTS.

very big church, with" lots of pilTarj In
front of It. and there was a sort of
square with two fountains."
"Yon cannot possibly mean Home?"
"Oh, yes, Rome! That was the name
of the place."

Meniorjr.
Ths thing's I should remember
the
Are
things that 1 forgot,
And th things that I've forgotten
Always cause me vain regret.
But by forgetting to remombei
And remembering to forget
I hope that there wilt come a time
When I'll be happy yet.
Judge.

Fancy BnUer For Pari.

There Is a certain kind of butter,
known as "cotentln." that has brought
both fume and money to Its makers In
Xormnndy. This popular luxury retails In I'arls for $1.23 a pound! and
there Is- apparently never enough on
hand to satisfy the regular consumers.
The dairymen of Normandy, however,
in return for this liberal patronage exercise every possible precaution In the
manufacture of (heir expensive product. The cow are bru.ohcd ami kept
perfectly clean, the udders are washed
aud dried, and the attendants ami
milkers are themselves scrupulously
clean. The rich milk Is doubly strained, the churning being conducted on
strictly modern scientific principles
No odors are allowed to come in contact with the milk at any time, even
the food and water of the cows belli?
rigidly inspected. After such cure nnd
preeautlou these energetic and conscientious dairymen do Indeed deserve the
fume and fortune that have come to
them.
-

GLEANINGS.
The Zambezi bridge Is 420 feet above
the water against 100 feet for in Niagara bridge. The Egyptians, Chaldeans, Persians,
Syrians, Phoenicians and Carthaginians began the year In autumn.
Another famine In India seems Imminent, caused not from the failure of
the crops, but because of the high
price charged for all foodstuffs.
Civilization Is having its effects In
Basutoland. A few years ago no native hut was ever locked, but the
have learned now to leave no
door unlocked.
A lecture Is such a
comparatively
new thing In China that with its advent It was necessary to formulate a
combination of the Chinese characters
to express the thought of a public
lecture.
Montenegro has a minister of agri
culture who is n practical man. Poultry breeding is at present engaging his
attention, and lu his office he has had
a heu sitting to hatch a special brood
of chickens.

Overshadowed.
"So your book was a disappointment?"
"Yes," answered the author. "It was
the publisher's fault. Everybody said
It wasn't near as clever and original
as the advertisements."
Washington
Btar.

Isn't Thia Awful f
There once was a girt named Miss Mary,
Whose mother baked excellent doughnuts.
One day the girl married
A man with a harelip-Le- t's
lean up against the deep river.
Denver Post
Ho Monopoly.
Gasaway All the rage la for brunettes, the fashion papers say.
Peckham Nonsense! My wife displays a lot of rage very frequently, and
she's a decided
Standard and Times.
blond.-Cath-

olIc

Poetry Versas Tratk.
"Dull caret Dull caret" the poet slogs
And smites his mournful harp.
My cares are more distressing things
They're all

uncorr-rat-P-

-

i.iir

hiladelphia Ledger.

After the Football (jiaiae.
O flleer I suppose you think
you can
make all that racket with that fish born
because you're a student?
Freshman No, because I'm a tooter!
Woman's Home Companion.
Proved It.

"Ti go through Are for you," he crfcd
In accents quite devout.
And then he proved he hadn't lied
Her father fired htm out
Houston Post.
Why, Indeed f
Muriel That girl can't sing.
Marguerite Certainly not, but why
should she seem so determined to show
us that she can't
A Union Made Match.
He tried to light nonunion coal-So- me
heat was what he'd like.
The match then harrowed up his soul
It went out on a strike.
Judge.

One Way.
"Say, how do you do the 'sparking
The Chinese Eastern railway has in your new auto?"
"Get a pretty girl to go along with
been completed by the Jupanese from
Plain Dealer.
Fort Arthur to a distance of 805 miles.
New York beats the cities of the
He's Very Mocli Alive.
world lu the length of Its street rail"Dead beat" we call the scurvy wight
way tracks. If In one slugle track Its
Who cheats us. 'Twould be great
surface, elevated and subway system
If he were really dead; we might
Collect from his estate.
would extend lu a straight line for
-- Philadelphia Press.
1,018 miles.
The station master on the Cape to
Hopeful Hint.
Cairo railway had occasion to send to
He (Just engaged) Darling, I
the next station recently the following
can't kiss you enough.
telegram: "Please let 10 a. m. run up
She Well, why waste any time
the plutrorm disregarding signals. SigNews.
about
nal man up post, Hon at bottom."
By order of the minister of railways
Indecision.
all the women who have hitherto sold
This autumn weather Is far from aloe,
An Irritating schema
the tickets at Prussian railway stations
A little btt too cold for Ice
have beeu replaced with men. The woAnd rather warm for steam.
men are said to have beeu too nervous,
Washington Star.
irritable and prone to get Into disputes.
Everything; Wooden.
"The berolue of today Is no longer
Pitched Balls.
In an average game of baseball the described as having a marble brow.".
"No. Marble tops
pe out." Llppin-cott'- s
pitcher throws the ball at least 105
Magazine.
times. That means an average of three
times for every man who comes to bat
Two Good Reasons.
Some go out or get to first base on the
Traveling With Profit.,
Buy your Christmas presents;
That "the dunce that goes to Rome" first ball pitched. Others are not disCrowds will soon appear.
Get your bills all paid up
Is not always the superior of "the posed of until three balls and two
Ere the glad New Year.
dunce that stays at home" la shown by strikes have been called and three or
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
the following anecdote from A. J. C. (our fouls have been made.
Hare's "The Story of My Life:"
Keeps Him Busy.
Movable Soenarr.
Gibson, the eminent English sculp"In what form of literary work do
Movable
was
In
first used
scenery
tor, used to relate with great gusto
theaters In 1508. It was Invented by you Indulge?'
"I'm on Inventor of reminiscences."
something which happened to him Baldassare
Fenuzl and displayed In New York Life.
when he was traveling by diligence before the time of railways. He had got Rome before Leo X.
as far as the Mont Cenls and while
High Ground.
Tho Largest Library.
The moral ground some men are found
crossing It entered ln(o conversation
In
The
To
Is
the
la
world
take high enough,
largest library
with his fellow traveler, an English'
But, after all, the highest ground
man, not an American. Gibson asked the National library of France, foundIs
a bluff.
frequently
where he had been, and be mentioned ed by Louis XIV., which contains
Boston Transcript
0
several places and then said, "There 1,400,000 books, 300,000 pamphlets,
manuscripts, 800,000 maps and
Tho Dangerons N amber.
was one town I saw which I thought
Khlcker Does he look out for num
curious, the name of which I cannot charts, 160,000 coins and gold medals,
for the life of me remember, but I 1300,000 engravings and 100,000 por- ber one Dick.
,
,.
Bocker No: for twenty-thretraits.
New
know it began with an B."
"Just Inside the window at the left
York Sun. ,..
"Was It Bonclgllone," said Gibson,
Is a stand with candle and matches. "or
Tonaa.
The Largest
perhaps Radlcofanlt" thinking of
Tou can easily find the front door all the
In the Vatican at Rome Is the largest
Mot on
treat.
unimportant places beginning
when you have a light'
Toung FUslok's got a shingle tut
topaj In the world. It weighs seven
Witt R.
Proclaiming him It. D.,
Dick opened the window, stepped InIt was a much shorter pounds and has carvings upon it that
"No, no.
But from A. M. to late F, M.
side, felt around with his hand, which name a one syllable name. I remem-- . occupied three Neapolitan lapidaries
His office Is M. T.
came in violent contact with something ber
Catholic Standard and Time
M eaterejj it hi a gate jiear a sixty one years.
go-lu-

.

70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-
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Save Money and Inconvenience
DOMESTIC MONEY OR.1
MONEY ORDERS, FORE
Payable Throughout the Un
and all Foreig
REMITTANCES SEN

J. D. BAI

THINGS THEATRICAL.
Miss Belle Hlgdon. owing to the long
season and the Illness of her mother,

has declined a very lucrative offer as
leading lady In the musical comedy
called "Kitty's Return."
Grace Fllklus In "The pnuahtors or
aesumes tlie character of a stage
favorite married Into fashionable society. The character Is vivid enough to
have been photographed from life.
Gertrude Cnghlnn made her first appearance on the stage when she was a
girl In her teens, and she was a popular star at a time whenost young
ladles are thinking of going on the
stage.
Eight nationalities contribute to the
list of principals aud contributors for
Henry W. Savage's "Mme. Butterfly"
In English. They are Hungary, England, Denmark, France, Germany,
America, Austria aud Italy.
Jeanue Calduecl and Katberlue Cooper, the two pretty girls who dance with
Alexander Clark lu the second act of
"The Student Klug," will be recalled
as the two vivacious young women
who did the dance In the first act of
"Fantana."
William Lawrence, who Is making
such a pronounced success In the role
of Joshua Whitcomb, the Yankee farmer of "The Old Homestead," Is not
quite half as old as Denman Thompson, but he nevertheless looks and acts
the character of Uncle Josh to the life.

u"

1

me."-Cleve- land
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Bye Lotion.
The following Is an excellent lotion
for tired, weak, InSamed eyes: One
of powdered boric acid, fifteen
s
drops of spirits of camphor,
of a cup of boiling water. Strain
through muslin, cool and apply several
times a day.
two-third-

Toddy.
The word "toddy" Is generally supposed to be of Scotch origin, but It
comes from the Hludoostanee. "Tardl"
Is the Juice of the cocoauut, which wheu
fermented is a fiery Intoxicant
Waiting Wealth.
There Is In the strong rooms of one
of the oldest private banks In Loudon
a large quantity of Jewels, plate and
other valuables which was deposited
for safe custody by French refugees
shortly before the outbreak of the rev
olution. Several of the depositors
claimed their belouglngs after the coup
d'etat, but the present deposits are still
awaiting claimants and probably al
ways will.
.

Entirely

Reminoii
lH

i

Typewriter

renders double the service J
IlipSL of any other writing A

IBwtbv

Machine.

'Mgg

The Xew Mexican Printij
printing and binding in the 'I
of better grades of
printing
people who want something a 1. .
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in th
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
isked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
:ost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Trinting Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORI
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THIY IAY1
OAYi.
TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY
SAME THING FREQUENTLY

gHlll

PRICE-LIS-

T

...IS
Stamp, not over 2J inchej long
Each additional line on tame stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not ever 3 inches long, ,10c
Each additional line on tame stamp, lfie
On-l- ine
Stamp, over 3 J and not over I ixchea long. . . .16
Each additional line on same stamp, tOe.
One-lin- e
It
Stamp, over 5 inches 10', per inch
Each additional line, same priee.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, He eitra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch ix tin, we eharge
inch or fraetioi.
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC.
. Local Dater, any town and date for ten year
10c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
lie
Regular iine Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
11.10
Fao Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Woo Cut, 1.10
Pearl Check Protector
1M
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
lOe;
10c; 2x3, lie; ii3i, tic; Sx4i, Sic;
r
One-lin- e

lf

Up to date
The

Remington
Standard Typewriters

160,-00-

New ModeU
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EXICAfJ PR1JVTIJVG CO.

Absolutely Reliable, Always.
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CURE

White Pine Cough Symp

COLD!
SOCIAL

BUTCHERS!

BAIE1S,

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street.

INo.

Meat Market Telephone

No. 4.

Grocery Telephone

DRIED FRUIT.
Is now on salo from the
We are offering prunes In

GOODS.

CANNED

We lire in receipt of a car pf eastern
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
,
Among these are included the
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
are quoting very attractive prices on
these goods, which are all the very
best that It is possible for high grade
factories to turn out.
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. f 1.60,
case 13.00.
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 13, 20, and 25
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents,.
Fern-dell-

SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe
etables is packed in Kansas.
freight, rate is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality.
We offer the following
bergalns for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can,
Sunburst
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Ppas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early .Tune, extra sifted Peas, can
15; r.nse $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10. case $1.75.

No. 40.

Dried fruit
1900

crop.

especially attractive packages.
packages
packages,
and
packages we offer as follows:
In
size, very large fruit, 15.
40, and C5 cents.
In
size, very fair sized fruit.
10, 25 and 40 cents.
We also have the fruit in bulk and
In
boxes.
On full boxes our price is very attractive; if you can use so much ask
for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
1 pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents,
or
A little lemon added to figs
peaches In cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2
pounds of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.
30-4-

AND PERSONAL

(Continued from Page Four)
Invitations have been issued Mr a
luncheon to ibe given by Mrs. Otero at
the Otero residence on Washington
Avenue Monday next.
The Capital City Club gave its
regular fortnightly dance on Tuesday
evening at Elks' Hall. An enjoyalble
time was spent by thosejiresent who
included Collector of Internal Revenue
and Mrs. H. P. Bardshar, Captain and
Mrs. 10. C. Abbott, Dr. and Mrs. David Knapp, Mr. and (Mrs. O. C Watson,
Mr and Mrs W. 13. Prince, Mr. and
.Mrs I3d ward Ehle, iMr. and Mrs. Carl
Mrs. D. W,
Allen Bishop, Mr. And
I.usk, (Mrs. K. A. FIske, Misses Lie.
wellyn, Ijiickenbach and Piatt and
.Messrs. Patterson,
Haberlein, Doyle
anil Dr. Wheelon.
A dinner party was given last Mon
day evening by Surveyor General and
Mrs. M. O. Llewellyn in 'honor of Miss
Gladys Llewellyn, sister of the sur
vpyor general who Is a guest at their
home In this city from Las Crtices,
In addition to the host, hostess and
guest of honor covers were laid for

the following: Associate Justice and
.Mrs. John It. McFIe, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ehle, Miss Maude MciPlo, Associate Justice William II. Pope, Asso
ciate Justice Edward A. 'Mann and
George A. Jones of Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Studley, of
Raton, are expecled to reach the city
this evening. Mr. Studley is a member-elect
of the House of Representatives of the district composed of the
counties of Colfax and Mora. This will
be his first term in the Assembly. Mr.
and Mrs. Studley were recently married in New York City.
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds was the hostess
at a pleasant "at Tiome" Tuesday afternoon.
Tables were arranged for
500 and the residence of .the Territorial Secretary was prettily decorated
for the occasion. Among the guests
wore: Mesdames Frost, MeFie, Sar,
gent, 'Llewellyn, Ehle, Walker,
C. L. Bishop, iSevier,
Ilaynes,
Walter, Knight, Knapp and Renehan;
Misses Helen Baum, of Denver, Gladys
Llewellyn, of Las Cruces, Maude
Elizabeth Cross and Eva Dougherty.
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds has issued invitations for an "At Home" next i'ues-daafternoon.
Mrs. S. O. Cartwright entertained
at
informally Thursday afternoon
Bridge. Tables were arranged for sixteen guests.
r
ntrbort Martin, a well known
with headquarters at (,'ueiitiio.
of
Sierra county and a member-elec- t
the House of Representatives of the
district composed of Socorro and Sierra Counties, registered at the Hotel
Claire at noon today.
Councilman-elec- t
Harvey M. Richl
ards, whose residence is at San
and who will represent Socorro
and Sierra Counties in the Legislative
Council, arrived at noon today and
has quarters at the Claire hotel.
Amos E. Green, of Socorro, who
will be sworn In Monday as a member
of the House
of Representatives,
reached the city at noon today. Mr.
Green is a native of this city, where
his father during the sixties and early
seventies was proprietor of the Exchange Hotel, then the most famous
hostelry In the Southwest.
Among those who arrived from the
South at noon today was Frank W.
from the shoeBeach, member-elec- t
string representative
district, com
posed of the counties of Grant, Luna,
Dona Ana and Otero.
Fortunately
Mr. Beach Is young and energetic and
In all likelihood his district will not
suffer, although it is quite extended.
Hon. Amado Chaves, of Albuquerque, was an arrival in the city at
noon today from the south. He will
remain here several days on business
and watching legislative proceedings.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan yesterday entertained at "The Willows, In honor
of Miss Helen Mabel Baum, of Denver,
niece of Mrs. James Wallace Raynolds, at "bridge." Those present besides the guest, of honor were: Mrs.
J. W. Raynolds, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, of Las Vegas, Mrs. R. Jacobs
of New York City, Mesdames McFie.
Arthur Seligman, James L. Sellgmau,
Spitz,
Rivenburg, Walter, Lueken-bach- ,
Carl Bishop, Llewellyn, Scroul'e.
Goutchey and Nuding. and the Misses
Riven-burg-
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COAL WOOD
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton.
Monero lump
Raton nut
Anthracite mixed, per ton..

$S.75
$6.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
$5.50
"$5.00 r Four-foo- t
$3.50
wood, per cord
$8.73

COAL YAHD.

Gnrfleld Ave., Near A., T. 4 S.P. Depot.

OJFlCKi

'Phone No.

SB

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- buy my goods in govern-men- t
bond and can guarantee absolute purity.
Elegant club
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
I

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.
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The minuet dancers are requested
at Ellis' Hall tonight at 8
o'clock for practice.
Mounted Policeman R. G. Putnam
has reported to the headuarters of
the mounted police here, the arrest of
Casemiro Montoya and Juan Mesias
at Silver City on a charge of carrying
sixshooters and flourishing them In an
effort, to terrorize a native settlement
in Grant County. The officer says
both men were doing a melodramatic,
stunt with the guns but surrendered
quickly when he arrived on the scene.
They are now In jail at Silver City
having been bound over by a justice
of the peace to await the action of
the next grand jury.
A special meeting of the Board oi
County Commissioners of Santa Fe
County was held today, Chairman I.
Sparks, presiding. There were present Commissioner Jose L. Madri'l, of
Galisteo, and Commissioner Jose I.
The meeting to
Roybal of 'Nanibe.
day iwas called for the purpose of
canvassing the returns t,f the recent
election of justices of the peace and
constables 'and also for an official recount of tin; votes cast at the election last November for E. A. Miera
and T. B. Catron as candidates for
member of the Legislative Council
from the sixth district composed of
Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties.
Attorney Elfegio Baca, of Socorro,
came up from the south at noon today
on legal business.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez of Taos,
member-elec- t
of the Legislative Council from the district
composed of
Taos and (Mora Counties, Is In town
ready for the session, 'Mr. Martinez
has the longest service Hn the Legislative Assembly of any, member-elec- t
to his credit, having served one term
as a member of the House and four
terms as a member of the Legislative

take Cardui"? writes Mrs.

I

Jelemma Mullins of Odessa, W.
Va. "Because, after suffering

tors and medicines without obtaining relief, I at last
found, in Wine of Cardui, a golden medicine for all my
ills, and can recommend it above all others for female

to meet

Pays Compliment to Artist.

Part of tb Cily:s

Yr
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sought after and bring very high figures. Mr. and Mrs. Francisco were
recent visitors of Judge and Mrs.
Laughlin in this city and made many
friends while here,
a picture recently
Concerning
painted by Mr. Francisco, the Los
says:
Angeles Evening Examiner
"That nio.st magnificent work of nature, the Grand canyon, which at once
attracts and repels the painter by the
stiipcnilousncss of the undertaking
and the illusiveness of atmospheric effects, has claimed a new Interpreter,
a most successful one, in J. Bond
Francisco. The largo canvas, seven
by ten feel, finds a fine setting In the
studio of Mr. Francisco, for this well
considered room has a dimension of
05 by '25 reet, to whuh a due
regard
to agreeable lighting has been giv"
Mr. Francisco divides his time between the painter's feeling for color
and the musician's enjoyment of harmonious sounds, but when opportunity
presents itself nothing brings him
greater delight than an outing in the
mountains. Since his return in October, Mr. Francisco has devoted his
entire time to the creation of this one
picture, of which 'a half tone Ij given
herewith, bringing about, a happy result In a composition filled with color
and light.
"He has chosen a spot from directly
in front of Grand View hotel, looking
across an expanse o seventeen miles
to the painted desert beyond, treating
this really great undertaking in a masterly manner, for the truth in the expression of the geological strata
makes the drawing alone a work of
no small undertaking.
The painter
lakes one to the brink of the great
abyss in the early morning hours, rendering the delicate rosy light and the
problem of the mystic shadows in a
subtle mnuner, the more distant ones.
strong, rose purple, coming to the
nearer colder ones, managing the vi
bration of light with a strong arrange
ment of color. There are In the toreground stately and slender pines, one
accommodatingly twisted, which helps
to break the lines, through which one
sees the wealth of color beyond,
veiled and made mysterious, producing a feeling of space and air. Mr.
Francisco has fifteen sketches made
In this locality which he hopes later
to find time to revise and perhaps put
on exhibition. Ho feels, as do all w'iio
have attempted to translate this
impossible wonder of creation,
that the painter must at least go
again and yet again,, if not to live with

do

Minor City Topics.

com-pose-

Mrs. N. B. Laughliii is in Los Angeles. California, on a visit to Mr.
and Mrs. J. Bond Francisco, relatives
of Judge Laughlin. Mr. Francisco is
one of the best painters on the Pacific. Coast, whose pictures are much

ESS.

this spot, if he is ever truly to know
Its language."

Llewellen of Las Graces, Spit!!,
Luckenbach and Dougherty.
On Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
A. 13. Renehan entertained at dinner
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann of
Alamogordo, Marl; B. Thompson of
Las Cruces, R. C. Gortner and C. C.
Catron.
Councilman-elec- t
Jacobo Chaves, of
Valencia County writes that he will
reach the city from his home at Los
Lunas tomorrow. Important official
Valencia County business and some
private affairs prevented him from
coming to Santa 'Fe today.
Joseph W. Bible, meroliant and mining operator of Hanover, Grant County and treasurer of the Bureau of Immigration, who has been on n eastern trip on mining business returned
to his home during the past week.
Hon. Carl A. Dalies of Wlllard,
member-elec- t
of the Legislative Council, from the Eleventh District
of Otero, Lincoln and Torrance
Counties, Is expected to arrive tonight
In the Capital. He has engaged apart,
ments at the Palace. Mr. Dalies Is a
candidate for president of the Conn
oil
He was speaker of the House of
Representatives at the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly.
Councilman-elec- t
M. 13. 'Stockton of
Raton, elected from the first district
composed of Colfax and Union Counties, will arrive in Santa Fe this evening.
Mrs. R. Jacobs of New York City,
was among the arrivals this week In
Santa Fe. Slie Is a sister of S. Spits:,
and will be a guest for some lime
at the Spitz home.
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Pharmacy

WILL DO IT.
V.PJ8WBM!fHytfllOT

JANUARY

the mum

The Ireland Pharmacy Cold Cute or

THAT

GIDCES,

SATURDAY,

...

complaints."
' Cardui furnishes safe relief for backache, headache,
i

periodical pains, irregular, painful or unhealthy cata- menial flow, and all ailments from which sick women

perfect tonic for delicate women. A pure
vegetable medicine for girls and women who are subject
to the complaints peculiar to their sex. Has benefited
over a million who used to suffer as you do.
suffer.

At

v

A

every drug store, in 1.00 bottles.

WINE

WRITE US A LETTER
describing fully all your symptoms
and we wilt send you Free Advke
In plain sealed envelope. Lad lei;'
Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.

CARDUI
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lures and of dignified demeanor.

MARKET.

St.

Louis, Mo.,
steadv, unchanged.

.Tan.

Wool

19.

H. S. Allison, of Raton, is an apLIVE STOCK.
plicant for assistant clerk in either
the Council or House of RepresentaChicago, Jan. If). Cattle receipts,)
tives. It is understood that he will 300; steady.
Beeves, $4.157.00;
have the support of the Co'frtX County cows and heifers, $t.C05.25; stock-er- s

and feeders, $2.504.75; Texans,
delegation foj the position. Samuel
Ramor and J. C. Salazar of Colfax $3.7G4.G0; calves, $G.0O8.00.
1,500;
steady
County, are also among the applicants
Sheep. Receipts
for places, but have not yet reached Sheep, $3.C0r5.75; lambs, $fG07.8l).
the city.
Kansas City, Mo.. Jan. 19. Cattle
receipts 10.000; steady. Native steers,
of
Leocaldo Martinez,
Grande, $4.00G,00; Southern steers, $3.25
Union county, was among last night's 5.35; Southern cows, $2.253.70; naarrivals in the city. Mr. Martinez will tive cows and heifers. J2.105.00;
likely receive an appointment as nn Blockers and feders, $3.40 4.80; bulls,
Council.
employe of the Assembly.
$3.004.40; calves, $3.757,50; westManuel C. do Baca, of Las Vegas,
n
ern fed steers, $3.755.75; western
of the Legislative Council
In politics and in legislative mai fed cows, $2.504.25.
and of the House of Representatives, lers nothing is certain 'until It is
Sheep Receipts, 5,000; nominally
came to the city last evening from
It does look, however, as If it steady. Muttons, $4.755.75; lambs,
interis
home.
He
his Meadow City
would be Mr. President Spiess of the $ii.757.50; range wethers, $4.75
ested ,'in Legislative affairs.
Council and Mr. Speaker Baca of the C.50; ted western ewes, $4.00(5)5.25.
House cleaning has been vigorously House.
prosecuted at the Capitol building the
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
past, few weeks preparatory to the
Skilled stenographers are in demand
Cathedral.
Legis- but they are rather scarce.
convening of the
It will
Sunday after F.pipheny.
lative Assembly. The building has take at least twelve of them to perJanuary 20, 1907.
been thoroughly renovated and Is
form and carry on the business of the
First mass at 7 o'clock a. in.
"nriniulously clean.
Council and House promptly and satsermon in
Second mass at 9:30,
Additional testimony woo taken this
afternoon in the contest case of T. B. isfactorily.
English.
Third mass at 10:30, sermon in
Catron vs. E. A. Miera involving the
Governor Hagerman will read his
seat In the Legislative Counoil from
Spanish.
to the Legislative Assembly
At. 4 o'clock p. m. Vespers and Benthe Sixth District comprising Santa message
us soon as both Houses are properly
ediction.
Fe and Sandoval Counties. The proorganized and he is Informed of this
First Presbyterian.
ceedings today were resumed at the
This may be Monday next and
Geo. F. Sevier, .Pastor.
office of Attorney Charles F. Easley fact,.
until
not
It
be
Tuesday.
may
before Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. again
Sunday school 9:45,
Otero had his message
'I'rr aching 11 o'clock.
Garcia. iMr. Miera, the ccntestee, was
Thirty-sread on the organization of the
Subject: Commit and Trust."
the principal witness examined by
ixth
Legislative Assembly on the
Junior Endeavor 2:50.-the contestant, who has appeared in
second day of Its assemblage.
P. S. C. E. G:30.
the case as his own counsel, and conIt is understood that the Republican
Preaching 7:30.
sisted mainly of the identification of
Council and House caucuses will take
Subject: "The Midnight Struggle."
papers which were Introduced in evitomorrow afternoon and ?v.ening.
All are cordially Invited to these
dence.
One of the exhibits purported place
services.
to be a typewritten copy of the speech
ALAMOGORDO MAN ARRESTED
Methodist.
delivered by Mr, Miera at the ratifiFOR STEALING CATTLE.
E. C. Anderson, Pastor.
cation meeting in this .city of thei A
report received by Captain Fred
Democrats and Independent RepubliSunday School 9:45 a. m.
Fornoff today from Mounted Police
cans. Other exhibits were notices
Preaching 11 a. m.
man R. E. Dudley is to the effect that
"Christian Attainment."
Subject:
in
and
printed
English
Spanish sign tho officer on
January 1G arrested Caled by Mr. Miera offering to pay a re
Epworth League 0:45 p. m.
on
vin George at Alamogordo,
a
Union preaching
service at the
ward for the arrest of illegal voters
of cattle rustling. George was First
Presbyterian Church at 7:30.
and a copy of the Santa Fe Daily .New charge
in jail at the county seat of
The Church of the Holy Faith.
Mexican in which the same notice placed
Otero County, pending a preliminary
'
was published.
(Episcopal)
He
a
is
cowboy.
hearing.
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge.
Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
LEGISLATIVE
POINTERS.
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
MARKET REPORT,
(Continued from Page 1.)
Moirning prayer with sermon at 11
a. m.
o'clock
Mr. Martinez enjoys an
Ing officer.
New York, Jan. 19. Money on call
Evening prayer at 4:30 o'clock.
enviable reputation of standing steadnominal no loans.
Seats free. All cordially Invited,
ily and strongly by his friends.
Prime mercantile paper GG
Silver G.75
Among the legislators now In the
Lead and copper kuiet and un
Capital who attract attention is Rachanged.
mon Sanchez, of Taos County. He is
SANITARIUM.
Pfd., 100.
Atchison, 104
a
man, a prosperous merNew York Central, 1291-4- .
chant and successful stock raiser. He
.
Cor. Water St. and Caspar Ave.
Pennsylvania, 134.
Impresses one as very intelligent, and
92
SANTA
NEW MEXICO
FE
Southern
Pacific,
as a man of the best of habits and
92.
Union Pacific, 173
Pfd.,
high principles. He is In the prime
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
Copper, 112
of life of medium height, well prePfd., 104
Steel, 4G1-2- ;
STEAM HEATED.
served and with clean cut regular feaChicago, Jan. 19. Wheat, May 77
ALL MODERN C0NVENI
77
July
ENCES FOR SICK
Corn, May 45
July 451-4- .
Oats, May 38
July 35
PEOPLE.
5
Pork, May $1G.42
July $10.57
g
Lard, May $9,421-2- ; July $9.45.
A
PRICES:
$J6 to $50 per Week.
Ribs, May $9.10; July $9.20.
In
M
lnuiiliklv
nirmM4
4nna
St. Louis, Jan. 19. iSpelter steady
cer-lai-
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IT

DOESN'T

ANYTHING

COST

DODflOW

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
TO COME IN AND LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

TJb.e

Biggest Curio Stord

ia the West

MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN

FIVE

SOUVENIR

You

J. S.

CARDS

POSTAL

FOR

FIVE

CENTS

Can't Miss the Place

CAIN DEL ARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.

301-30- 3

Can

Look .for the Old

Francltro Streot.

i

.'

nn,

mammal

.''

Mexican

Cart

New book

&

T.lONTEfJIE

for 1906 is the

most beautiful book we ever
issued.
Pictures in natural
colors of 97 presents for the

Millions of persons in
every part
of the country tlrink no other

users of Arbuckles' ARIOSA
Coffee.
Will be sent free
to any one who writes for

it

Do you realize what a great business this
Arbuckles' ARIOSA Coffee it
As many as
30,000 letters (or presents are received here in a
day. In a year we despatched (out million
individual presents to our customers
presents
that brought letters of thanks and appreciation m
return.

Undertakers and

and swell the sales of
Arbuckles' ARIOSA until they
exceed the combined sales of all
the other packaged coffees.
Arbuckles' ARIOSA is the
best Coffee for you,, saves your
money, and gives you presents
besides. Speak softly but plainly
to your grocer man if he tries to
sell you bulk coffee.
Tell him
you know.
Coffee,

from you from time to time and
will say that your coffee is the

leading brand on the market,
the. purest, best and healthiest
coffee ever made. I have been a
Here is one from Mrs. De user of it for 25 years and will
Jamette:
want it as long as life lasts, f The"
coffee
is worth three times its
"I appreciate highly
the beautiful presents sent me present market value."

Cmbalmers
All Kinds of

Picture Framing

DUDROW S OFFICE BUILDING.

Day 'Phone 35

ha

If your grocer won'l ropply, write to
ARBUCKLE

BROS.. N. Y. City.

j

Realdence No. 106, Grant Avenue,
.
Telephone No. 142.

8unday--

Foot of Pa'vse Avenua,

Nlghti

i

and

